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YOUR YOUR
BUSINESS BUSINESS
TODAY. TOMORROW.
Is it time to take your business to the next level?
Let’s talk about your goals. Then…

Altoona: 515-967-7283
Johnston: 515-727-4484
West Des Moines: 515-225-0710
www.bankiowa.bank/letsmakeithappen

Per�ect �or Grilling!

Tassel Ridge® Iowa Wines…

Tassel Ridge wines are sold at over 400 retailers in Iowa. For a list, visit
www.tasselridge.com/retail. Or, Tassel Ridge can ship wine directly to you in Iowa,
Arizona, California, Colorado, DC, Florida, Minnesota, Missouri, and Texas. Call the
Winery at 641.672.WINE (9463) to place your order. Adult signature required for
receipt of wine. Visit www.tasselridge.com
or our Facebook page for updates on the
return of Tours, Tasting, and Events at
Tassel Ridge Winery.
Iowa Candleglow® White
White—is a dry, fruity white with
pineapple, pear, melon, and apricot notes on the nose
and palate and a finish that hints of green apple.
Serve it chilled with fish, chicken, or lightly seasoned
pork, or just sip it by itself.
2013 Iowa St. Croix Rosé—
2013
is a dry rosé with strawberry,
raspberry, peach, and
nectarine notes and a slightly
drying finish. Serve slightly
chilled with grilled meat or
Asian stir-fry or other
spicy foods.

NEW!

NEW!

Iowa Sweet & Snazzy!™—
is a sweet, smooth red with rich
cherry notes on the nose; cherry,
raspberry, and blackberry notes on
the palate; and baking spices on the
finish. Made from Marquette and
Frontenac grapes, pair Iowa Sweet &
Snazzy with grilled beef, chicken, or
pork. It’s perfect for picnics, indoors
or outdoors! Serve slightly chilled.

The Wines of Tassel Ridge®…Simply Extraordinary®
Leighton, IA • www.tasselridge.com

You deserve the best
for your event

5820 Westown Parkway, West Des Moines, IA 50266
P | 515.267.2892

E | info@ronpearsoncenter.com

Don’t keep
wellness waiting
MercyOne is here for you with an
expert circle of care and convenient
care locations – including telehealth
visits – for all of your needs.
From keeping you healthy to emergency
care, your best life is our one purpose.

Schedule your visit at
MercyOne.org or
call 515-2HEALTH (243-2584)

Your best life. Our one purpose.
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gem of a woodland and prairie

Retirement

Your
Journey Starts Here

At Merkle Retirement Planning, our focus is on building
relationships with families as they begin a new chapter in
their lives. Centered around their retirement vision, we
create retirement plans that incorporate income, taxes, health
care, investments, and legacy.
Create the retirement of your dreams. Start today by attending
one of our complimentary retirement workshops. Register
online at MerklePlan.com or call our office at (515) 278-1006.

Investment Advisory Services offered through Elite Retirement Planning, LLC.
Insurance Services offered through MRP Insurance, LLC.
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a virtual party.

GRILLS THAT THRILL

Discover the difference with Weber’s SmokeFire pellet grills. Preheat to 500 degrees in 10 minutes for
a perfect sear or smoke low-and-slow at 200 degrees. Plus, eliminate the guesswork and monitor
doneness with the Weber Connect App. Trust the specialists at Warners’ Stellian for free no-contact
delivery, haul-away and professional assembly.

at

WEST DES MOINES - JORDAN CREEK PARKWAY

•

NOW OPEN IN ANKENY - NORTH OF ORALABOR RD. ON SE DELAWARE AVE.
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“Amplify Your Life
isn’t just our
tagline, it’s our
way of thinking.”
- TODD MAAS, OWNER

Nearly 75 Years and Three
Generations of Family-Owned
Dedication & Reliability
Our unique set of values are the foundation of
Woodard Hearing Centers. They are the driving force
behind all of our decisions and how we diagnose and
treat each and every patient.
Woodard’s clinical staff of highly trained Doctors of
Audiology and hearing specialists find the best
solution for their patient’s individual needs and lifestyle.
We’ve been available to our patients for nearly
75 years – and we’ll continue to be here when you
need us most.
When you choose Woodard Hearing Centers you can
trust in knowing you will receive the highest quality
of care, personalized service, valuable products and
solutions to help you Amplify Your Life.

EXPERT CARE FROM EXPERIENCED
PROVIDERS IS OUR DIFFERENCE
Dr. Amanda Gerst, CCC-A
Audiologist

Dr. Courtney Thayer
Audiologist

Dr. Caitlin McKenney
Audiologist

Tricia Veik, NBC-HIS

Hearing Instrument Specialist

DSM AREA LOCATION: ROCKLYN OFFICE PARK, BUILDING 3 | 2328 ROCKLYN DRIVE IN URBANDALE
ADEL GREENFIELD GRINNELL GUTHRIE CENTER INDIANOLA KNOXVILLE PERRY WINTERSET
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TO MAKE SURE SHORT-TERM
THINKING DOESN’T GET IN THE
WAY OF MY LONG-TERM PLANS.
EVERYONE HAS A PURPOSE. BUT DO YOU HAVE A PLAN?
The financial advisors at Foster Group can help ensure that your short-term moves are aligned with your long-term goals.
They listen, get to know you, and meticulously craft a plan that helps make you feel Truly Cared For®. How confident are
you in your current financial future? Make an appointment today. You’ve got a purpose. Let’s find the path to help
make it happen.
Complimentary Portfolio and Plan Review
Call 866-561-8865 fostergrp.com/dsm

PLAN

I

INVEST

I

PROTECT

I

GIVE

®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION at www.fostergrp.com/disclosures. A copy of our written disclosure brochure as set forth on Part 2A of
Form ADV is available at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov
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AALIYAH QUINN 56

CARING

L I G H T S T H E PAT H

FORWARD

75 YEARS
SOMETHING AMAZING HAPPENS
WHEN YOU PUT THE PEOPLE
AROUND YOU FIRST.

volunteer hours to. Guided by our employees’
passion and dedication to community, we

Not only do you make their lives better,

we work together to lift up those in need, we
also lift up ourselves and our organization.

you make your life better, too. More
compassionate. More meaningful. More
connected. It’s one of the reasons our
employees take the lead in determining
which charities we give our dollars and

ncmic.com
©2021 NCMIC NFL 4387-210253

pledge to donate more than $400,000 total
to at least 75 charities in 2021. Because when

Caring lights the way, so we can lead the
path forward to a bright future — as we have
for 75 years.
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DSMDIGITAL
We invite you to join our community
through our range of digital offerings.
Explore online extras, engage in
social-media conversations, listen to
our podcasts, and stay up to date with
our newsletters.
SUBSCRIBE
dsmWeekly: Stay in the know with
news on local dining, arts and culture,
and more.
dsmWealth: Learn savvy money
management ideas.
dsmWeekend: Discover fun doings on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
ia: Explore the best of what Iowa has
to offer, including destinations, homes,
dining and more.
TUNE IN
Listen to dsm’s CultureCast podcasts
featuring local restaurants, cultural
organizations and artists. Recent
podcasts have included conversations
with artists Hannah Sung and Larassa
Kabel (pictured).
LOG ON
We’re easy to find—dsmmagazine—
on the web, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
DOWNLOAD
iPhone from Apple’s App Store.

■

On dsm’s CultureCast, artist Larassa Kabel
talks about her new works, currently
exhibited at Moberg Gallery, along with
what has influenced her and where she
finds inspiration.
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Find our free apps for your iPad and

A lot of people
depend on
your health.
I N C L U D I N G YO U.

Your health impacts the success of
your company. At The Iowa Clinic,
our Executive Health program
provides personalized concierge
services for busy executives like
you. With less than one day of your
time, we offer a comprehensive
itinerary of appointments – all in
one location – customized to meet
your healthcare needs. We are the
only program in the state to offer
this type of experience. With our
Executive Health program, you’ll
have the peace of mind knowing
every detail is taken care of for you.

One Day.
One Building.
One Life.
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22
EDITOR’S
NOTE
CHRISTINE
RICCELLI

A SUMMER OF
FOOD AND DINING

A

lthough I’ve had more

been one of the highlights of my time as

takeout and patio

dsm editor. A true Renaissance man,

meals than I’ve had in

he’s not only one of the finest writers

my entire life (no

I know, but he has continued to

joke!) since COVID,

produce poetry, novels, nonfiction

I avoided inside

books and magazine pieces well into

dining until mid-May. On that night, when

his 80s. That drive to keep creating is

my husband and I walked into Table 128,

inspiring to me, and I’m immensely

I felt positively giddy, a feeling that

grateful he shared his talents with dsm.

lasted throughout the outstanding
dinner, a feeling that I relished.
I look forward to having that kind

chairman, Connie Wimer. She founded

of experience again and again this

dsm in her 70s, at an age when other

summer—and there will be no better

people would have settled into

time for that than during Restaurant

retirement (a word I’m convinced has

Week. This year’s event, Aug. 20-29, will

never been a part of Connie’s lexicon).

include 27 of our city’s top restaurants.

In recognition of her phenomenal

Expect warm welcomes, fantastic food

contributions to the magazine

and unbeatable deals. To find out who’s

publishing industry, Connie this spring

participating, turn to page 83—and then

was honored with the Milton W. Jones

start making your plans!
Summer is the peak season for

Lifetime Achievement Award from the
City/Regional Magazine Association

food, of course, and we celebrate it in

(CRMA). But this award hardly means

other ways in this issue as well. You’ll

she’s done; Connie continues to

discover a recipe for watermelon salsa

innovate and lead our company with

(page 46), the best ice cream shops

energy, enthusiasm and vision.

(page 50), the sparkling tea trend (page
48) and global grocery stores (page 130).
There is one thing you won’t find,
though: After nearly five years of writing
“One Word After Another With James A.
Autry,” well-known author, poet and
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Another octogenarian who inspires
me is, of course, our company

As COVID loosens its suffocating
grip on our city, all of us on the
dsm team are looking forward to seeing
you in real life (remember that?) at
concerts and cultural performances,
at festivals and fundraisers, at shops

former Meredith Corp. exec Jim Autry

and attractions—and, certainly,

has decided to step away from regular

during Restaurant Week. Cheers to

column writing. Working with Jim has

summer 2021!

n

MARK WE I N H ARDT & h is st yl ist MO L L I E
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BACKSTORY
BEHIND
THE SCENES
AT DSM

JAMES A. BAGGETT

JANAE GRAY

LINH TA

As a garden writer and editor, James A.

As a storyteller herself, photographer

Linh Ta (“Global Flavors,” page 130) has
fond childhood memories of walking

Baggett has spent the past 30 years

Janae Gray (“Voices Carry,” page 108)

exploring public and private gardens

seeks to capture her subjects’ authentic

through the aisles of Asian grocery

while producing award-winning content

selves by getting to know what’s behind

stores and admiring the colorful array

their stories and bringing that out.

of products that lined the shelves. Even

for national magazines. So it’s not
surprising that when he was seated
next to Cyril Mandelbaum at an event at

“There has to be intention and purpose,”
she says.

Hoyt Sherman Place a few years ago,

Janae also strives to evoke

the two immediately connected over

emotion in her subjects, and says her

their shared love of gardens (“Garden
Retreat,” page 136).
“She and her husband graciously

shooting style is all about bold imagery.
“I want to get them in their element and
doing what comes naturally to them,”

though she’s lived in Des Moines her
entire life, exploring the city’s local
international grocery stores gave her
new perspectives.
“I found new spices, desserts and
produce to incorporate into my
personal dishes,” she says. “But I also

invited me to visit their West Des

Janae says. When photographing Teresa

met passionate store owners and

Moines home to witness the tens of

Zilk, for example, she had the artist

enthusiastic customers who just want

thousands of daffodils they had planted

onstage with a mic telling stories. For

to share what makes these places gems

around their property in full, glorious

fellow photographer Jami Milne, it was

in our community.

bloom,” James says. “Walking through

exploring Jami’s Creative Confessional

fields of flowers with glasses of wine in

concept in a busy downtown restaurant.

hand, we bonded over blossoms.”

“She’s … really focusing in on privateness
in a public area,” Janae says.
Learn more about Janae’s Black
Lives of DSM project at dsmmagazine.
com (search “Moment to Movement”)
and blacklivesofdsm.com.
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“Writing this story helped me feel
more connected with the beautiful
diversity in our community,” she adds.
“I hope it inspires you to venture out
as well.”

■

Royal Flooring is your one-stop-shop for all things home finishing. From flooring,
cabinets and countertops, to appliances, window treatments, and decor, we have
everything you need to make your house the dream home you’ve always wanted.

SHOPROYALFLOORING.COM

(515) 957-9738

Shop the Tempo Collection,
featuring Impressions, by Shaw Floors.
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NO FILTER
KARLA
WALSH

COURAGE,
REDEFINED
When I say “courage,” what comes to

day couldn’t make up for the deep,

mind?

unexplainable sensation that there was

In my first 30 years, I admit I never
put a lot of consideration into this.
I used to think it was an “I’ll know it
when I see it” scenario.
But after being involved with a Girl

something else out there. Something

that previous move with me. And it

that felt more like home.

meant I could at least get out of

So after two years, I decided to put
in my notice and move to Des Moines—
where Meredith, my employer, was

Scouts of Greater Iowa event this spring
highlighting and awarding people who
live the group’s core values of
confidence, character and courage,
I began to home in on—and expand—
my definition of courage.
Courage is all around us, in tiny

whatever funk I was in.
At the time, I never could have
dreamed how much that one decision
changed—and eventually drastically

COURAGE IS
ALL AROUND US,
IN TINY
AND HUGE WAYS.

and huge ways. For me, I realized that

improved—my life. But looking back,
that was the first time I really embodied
the “what’s the worst that can
happen?!” mantra I now live by in terms
of any calculated risk. I think of that
often when I step outside the status
quo or outside of my comfort zone. To

many times in my life, I didn’t recognize

headquartered. It was 2012, and for the

courage until years later.

second time since my Cyclone days,

I moved to New York City about

But it also meant I had a chance to
start fresh, bringing the lessons from

I packed my bags to move to a city

me, that is courage.
Whether it will be written about in
history books, is hidden or visible, feels

a week after graduating from Iowa State

where I didn’t know a soul and didn’t

huge or tiny, I hope we can all take

to begin my dream job at Fitness

have a place to live (yet). Moving to the

some time to acknowledge and

magazine. As a meek 20-something

Big Apple might seem more

celebrate the courageous moves we

who grew up in the suburbs, it was

courageous from an outside

make every day.

quite the change to build a home at

perspective, but I think the latter

a tiny studio apartment in Jamaica,

transition was the courageous one.

Queens. Those 380 square feet never

Making that move meant I was

■

Karla Walsh is a freelance writer and
editor who’d love to hear about your most
courageous moments. Email her at

really felt like home. Neither did the city,

giving up the job that I had hustled so

not once. As much as I loved my job

hard to get during college. It meant

karlawalsh@gmail.com about this (or

and the opportunity to see my onetime

giving up benefits that come with said

other topics you’d like to see covered in

dream come to life, the excitement and

full-time job. It meant giving up. Period.

future No Filter columns). You can also

challenge during those 10 hours of the

Which is something I hated doing.

keep in touch on Instagram @karlawalsh.
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S AV E T H E D AT E

LEGACY LEADER AWARDS

one1owa

P R E S EN T ING PA R T NER S

2021 LEGACY LEADER HONOREES
Tim Hickman, Des Moines, principal at Substance Architecture.
Eugenia Kutsch-Stanton, Des Moines, research scientist at Corteva Agriscience.
Randy Mayer, Ames, chief of the Bureau of HIV, STD and Hepatitis
at the Iowa Department of Public Health.
John Schmacker, Des Moines, retired certified public accountant and nonprofit executive.
Elle Wyant, Iowa City/Cedar Rapids, account executive at United Parcel Service.

2021 LEGACY LEADER ALLY
Dr. Kyle Christiason (ally), Cedar Falls, physician at UnityPoint Health.

October 15, 2021
Virtual Event
S UP P OR T ING S P ON S OR S

COR P OR AT E S P ON S OR

JOHN DEERE

FOCUS
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PHOTOGRAPHER: MIKAYLA WHITMORE

ART EXHIBIT // BIKE STOPS // COOL POOL

Justin Favela, who will open an exhibit at the Des Moines Art Center July 16, creates vibrant paper works using a piñata style. See story on the next page.
Justin Favela, “Popocatépetl e Iztaccíhuatl vistos desde Atlixco, after José María Velasco” (detail) (2015); paper, glue and cardboard; 52 x 72 inches.
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During the 2016 “Life is Beautiful” festival
in Las Vegas, Favela covered the façade of

NEW AND NOTABLE

a motel in paper.

PAPER TRAIL

Justin Favela, “Piñata Motel” (2016); paper and
glue on existing motel.

When Justin Favela visited the city to

papier-mâché technique, his works

sought to assimilate and [in the process]

prepare for his upcoming exhibit at the

typically convey cheery exuberance.

we let go of a lot of traditions,” especially

fascinated with, of all things, taco pizza.
Sure, he liked the combination of

But behind the festive facade, the
works tell more complicated stories that
reflect the 34-year-old artist’s eclectic

those from Guatemala, he said in a
recent phone interview from Las Vegas.
“I feel like our Guatemalan identity was
erased as we became Americanized.”

flavors, but the acclaimed Las Vegas-

interests. For the Art Center installation,

based artist was more intrigued by how,

he plans to explore his Guatemalan and

in his view, it represents “a certain type

Mexican roots, his queer identity, the

of regional history. … It really surprised

city of Des Moines, the local Latinx

my history … and distinguish the

me how it could be a symbol for so

community, Iowa agriculture and farm

differences between Mexican and

workers, art history, pop culture and

Guatemalan” cultures, he says. In fact,

cultural appropriation, and the

Guatemala is one of the reasons behind

many immigrant stories.”
How immigrant cultures connect,

The Art Center exhibit provides an
opportunity “for me to really think about

mix and assimilate will be a main thread

pandemic—plus that taco pizza and

the show’s title, “Justin Favela: Central

that runs through his new exhibit, which

other regional foods.

American,” which also refers to Iowa’s
central U.S. location.

opens July 17 and will feature largescale, site-specific sculptures and

Guatemalan Heritage

murals created in Favela’s signature

Favela was born in the United States to

piñata style. Made primarily with

a Guatemalan mother and Mexican

influence isn’t overtly evident in his

vibrantly colored tissue paper and a

father. Like most immigrant families, “we

works. “I’m not sitting around making
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Favela also draws inspiration from
his identity as a queer, even if that

PHOTOGRAPHER: KRYSTAL RAMIREZ

Des Moines Art Center, he was

Life, turned up a notch
A bistro and market, heated saltwater pool, meditation room, performing arts center, pub,
restaurant – our lifestyle is already beyond ordinary. And coming this year, there’s more:

• Off-leash dog park • Plant-based and vegetarian menus • Glass fusion studio •
• Walking trails groomed in season for cross-country skiing and snowshoeing •
• Art classes led by Des Moines-area artists weekly •

Ready to turn it up?

Find out how you can balance well-being, personal growth, contentment, and gratifying
connections with like-minded friends. Add your name to Connie’s calendar.
Contact Connie Bever
(515) 978-2400 | cbever@wesleylife.org

Independent Living | Assisted Living | Memory Support | Short-Term Rehabilitation | Long-Term Care
9225 Cascade Ave. | West Des Moines, IA 50266 | (515) 978-2400 | DiscoverEdgewater.org
This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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rainbows,” he said with a laugh, “but my
work is very colorful and is inspired by
old Hollywood and flamboyant Vegas
queers like Liberace and Rip Taylor.”
Although Liberace never came out
publicly, Favela adds, “he decorated
himself with feathers and rhinestone—
hiding behind that glamorous facade so

Left: Justin Favela

much that the facade became the

Below: The artist typically creates site-

reality or a representation of the self.

specific works.

My work is also a type of facade.” That
the exhibit, the pieces will be
dismantled and the paper recycled.
Local Influence
In addition to his personal history and
experiences, Favela says his work will
reflect Iowa and Des Moines; as of
press time, he was planning to return to
the city in mid-June to reacquaint
himself with the area and start working
on the installation. “My work flows from
the people and the community,” he
says. “I want to highlight the stories of
the local Latinx community, even if not
in a direct way.”
What’s more, he says, “I want to
celebrate farm and factory workers …

Art Center’s large-scale sculptures by

plants and add them to garden. “I don’t

and focus on the agricultural history

Claes Oldenburg. “I’m obsessed with

want to completely ignore the fact that

his giant works of food and other

this show was postponed because of

of Iowa.”
Agriculture also ties into his love of

objects,” he says, explaining that given

the pandemic,” he says. “I want to

food, a subject Favela says he almost

his own works are so site-specific, he

acknowledge the times we’re [living] in.”

always incorporates into his

seeks to incorporate pieces from the

installations. “I love doing work about

museums where he exhibits.

inclusivity and draws diverse viewers to

Interactive Garden

community. “Growing up, I didn’t feel

food; it’s a way people share their
culture,” he says. Besides taco pizza,

Favela also hopes the show fosters
the Art Center, especially the Latinx

he’s especially intrigued by the pork

Favela plans to involve the community

like museums were a place where I was

tenderloin, “a quintessential Iowa food

through an interactive “victory garden,”

welcome,” he says. “I want Latinx folks

but one where the processing for that

a pandemic trend that’s a nod to the

to be able to see themselves in the

food is done by immigrants.”

patriotic plots of World War II.

exhibition and for everyone to feel

Throughout the exhibit’s run, people will

welcome.”

In planning his food creations,
Favela says he’s been inspired by the
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be invited to make their own paper

–Christine Riccelli

PORTRAIT BY MIKAYLA WHITMORE. “GYPSY ROSE PIÑATA” PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF PETERSEN AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM

Justin Favela, “Gypsy Rose Piñata” (2017);
found objects, cardboard, Styrofoam, paper,
glue; 5 x 19.5 x 6.5 feet.

facade is temporary, he notes, as after

The Elements is a full-service design firm and
retail store, creating spaces that are warm and
luxurious ... sophisticated and comfortable ...
functional and fun.

Anything
But Ordinary

Featuring custom furnishings from Lexington,
Norwalk, Moroni, Hooker, Noir, Sam Moore,
Bradington Young and more, as well as outdoor
living furniture from O.W. Lee, Lane Venture,
Summer Classics and Tommy Bahama for
Lexington.

VISIT WITH OUR DESIGN TEAM
ABOUT YOUR PROJECT!

ANKENY, IA, 515.264.5563

■

STORM LAKE, IA, 712.732.2385

elementsbyksorbe.com
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HIGH 5

DAN KOENIG
When Dan Koenig isn’t customizing
bikes for his customers, you’ll likely find
him on a bike trail—or near one. Koenig,
owner of Ichi Bike in the East Village
and Highland Park Ichi Bike Garage,
tells us his favorite patio stops along
the metro’s trails for a relaxing refresher
of food or drink.
1. CAPTAIN ROY’S is at Birdland Marina
in Union Park, right on the trail. The
people there are awesome, and they
have good food. They have great
outdoor seating next to the river and
provide live music.
2. TRIANGLE TAP on MLK and Douglas.
It’s a little off the trail but still pretty
close. They have a cozy atmosphere and
nice outdoor seating—and Wednesdays
are pork chop dinner night.
3. SLOW DOWN COFFEE SHOP is a
little off the beaten trail. It’s on Sixth
Avenue, up the bike trail and into
Highland Park. They have great coffee,
and I love the area.
4. CUMMING TAP is located in the little
town of Cumming. I’m allergic to alcohol,
so my favorite drink there is ginger ale
mixed with lemonade. I love their patio

5. THE CHICKEN is on that same trail
going out to Cumming. I like their
chicken, and it’s the only chicken shack
on that route.
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–Andrea Love

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

and how it’s right along the trail.

Go with the

Flow

WINEFEST 2021
SEPTEMBER 24 & 25 + MORE!

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR SPONSORS. WINEFEST
WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT*

IN-KIND SPONSORS

2021 continues to be full of
good food, wine and spirited
conversation.
Save the dates for September
24th and 25th for Sips and the
City and the Community Choice
Grand Tasting in person + more!
See our website for a full listing
of events.

tickets
available
now

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
WINEFESTDESMOINES.COM
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This pool was an entry in dsm’s
inaugural Home Design Awards. To see
additional projects, visit
dsmhomedesignawards.com. We’re also
covering the spaces in our free weekly

FOCUS

BACKYARD SPLASH

through our website, dsmmagazine.com.

Designed by K. Renee Home, this

and coordinating swivel chairs,” says

Urbandale pool oasis offers the ultimate

the designer.

in staycation appeal. With several zones
for relaxing, the outdoor area is as
inviting and comfortable as any interior

rugs as well as furniture—even with

space, says Julie Ross with K. Renee.

white upholstery—can withstand the

“Outdoor spaces with
uncomfortable furniture just don’t get
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Innovations in outdoor fabrics
mean accessories such as pillows and

elements.
For a pop of color, matching

used all that much, so our clients opted

planters spill with bright annuals, while

for a sophisticated outdoor sectional

tropical cannas contribute height.

n

PHOTOGRAPHER: JENNIFER BOYLES

HOME DESIGN
SPOTLIGHT

newsletter, dsmWeekly. Subscribe

- SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION -

TOP LAWYERS
THE METRO’S TOP ATTORNEYS

- SPONSORED CONTENT -

TOP
LAWYERS

Q: WHAT SETS YOUR FIRM APART
FROM OTHERS?
A: Dorsey & Whitney is a full-service law firm
with approximately 550 attorneys practicing in
19 offices throughout the United States and in
Canada, Europe and Asia.
Our Des Moines office offers the best of both
worlds—Iowa lawyers focused in the areas
of Healthcare Transactions and Regulations,
Public Finance and Economic Development,
and Employment and Commercial Litigation—
with the depth and expertise of a large law firm.
Our Des Moines lawyers are locally and
nationally recognized experts in their fields,
including nine partners recognized in “The Best
Lawyers in America®” in 2021.
The Des Moines office represents hundreds
of government and healthcare entities,
businesses, and individuals throughout the
State of Iowa, and our Iowa attorneys have over
Dorsey’s Health Law team, pictured left to right: Michael E. Jenkins, Alissa Smith, Carson M. Lamb,
Rebecca A. Brommel, Adam J. Freed, Katie Cownie

five decades of experiences providing local
personal service and Iowa law experience.

- SPONSORED CONTENT -

“Diverse teams bring different ideas,
perspectives and experiences together,
which ultimately results in making better
decisions that benefit our clients.”

Q: WHY IS YOUR FIRM DEDICATED TO
DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION?
A: We understand the strength that comes
from a diverse, inclusive and equitable
workplace. It contributes to the success of
not only our own people but to our clients
as well. Dorsey has a number of initiatives in
place to recruit and retain diverse talent.
Dorsey’s commitment to diversity and
inclusion is exemplified by our participation
in Diversity Lab’s “Mansfield Rule” for law
firms, intended to boost diversity in law firm
leadership ranks by providing specific criteria
for law firms. Dorsey recently signed on to the
Iowa State Bar Association’s Young Lawyers

Dorsey’s Public Finance team, pictured left to right: Cristina Kuhn, Amy Bjork, John P. Danos,
Jennifer Block, James H. Smith, David D. Grossklaus, Emily C. Hammond
Not pictured: Robert Josten, Darla M. Giese, Erin Regan

Division’s Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Pledge, an initiative to help law firms become
more diverse.
Q: HOW DOES YOUR DEDICATION TO
DEI ALLOW YOU TO BETTER SERVE
YOUR CLIENTS?
A: Diverse teams bring different ideas,
perspectives and experiences together, which
ultimately results in making better decisions
that benefit our clients.
Q: WHY WOULD A CLIENT BENEFIT
FROM THE EXPERTISE PROVIDED BY
YOUR FIRM OVER ANOTHER FIRM?
A: We serve as not only trusted legal advisors
to our clients, but also trusted business
advisors. We anticipate our clients’ needs and
focus on their business goals and objectives.
Our clients appreciate our no-nonsense,
practical and innovative approach we take to
help solve their problems.

Dorsey’s Litigation team, pictured left to right: Kirk Schuler, William J. Miller, Manuel A. Cornell
Not pictured: Angela E. Dralle, Katie Ervin Carlson

- SPONSORED CONTENT -

TOP LAWYERS
LAWYERS
TOP

Pictured: Jordan Nickerson
and Danielle Smid

BROWNWINICK

Q: HOW IS DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION SHOWCASED IN

WHY IS YOUR FIRM DEDICATED TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND

YOUR EVERYDAY CULTURE?

INCLUSION?

A: As part of BrownWinick’s ongoing efforts to ensure an inclusive

A: We recognize that differences in age, gender, race, religion, sexual

environment, we’ve implemented several critical initiatives, including

orientation, mental/physical ability, socioeconomic status, thinking style

establishing a DEI committee that collectively represents and advocates

and many other equally-important distinctions in our workforce not only

for all employees; executing a comprehensive review of all firm policies

bring richness to our environment, but are also integral to the success of

and procedures; and developing best practices for education, training

our colleagues, business partners and clients.

and recruitment/retention.

HOW DOES YOUR DEDICATION TO DEI ALLOW YOU TO BETTER

HOW DOES DEI INTERSECT WITH THE WAY YOU PRACTICE LAW?

SERVE YOUR CLIENTS?

A: A quote that has been instructive for our committee is that “diversity

A: From day one, a primary goal of our committee was to purposefully

is being invited to the party, while inclusion is being asked to dance.” Put

leverage the varying viewpoints and experiences of our employees

differently, it’s not enough to merely recognize our differences. Rather,

when performing legal services. Our commitment to DEI allows us to

we must embrace these differences every time we provide legal services

create authentic relationships with our client base, which in turn directly

to our community.

improves the quality of work we provide.

666 Grand Avenue, Suite 2000, Des Moines | (515) 242-2400 | www.BrownWinick.com

- SPONSORED CONTENT -

TOP LAWYERS
IOWA LEGAL AID

- SPONSORED CONTENT -

TOP LAWYERS
THOUGHTFUL COUNSEL - VIGOROUS ADVOCACY - TRIAL TESTED
For more than 35 years Guy Cook has been one of the leading trial

WHAT SETS YOUR FIRM APART FROM OTHERS?

attorneys in the state of Iowa. He has served as counsel in more than

Iowa Legal Aid is the third-largest law firm in Iowa – and surprisingly

1000 litigated matters and more than 200 trials. Guy has successfully

one that many people have never even heard of. We lead strategic

defended major business litigation, obtained million dollar jury verdicts,

initiatives to help disaster victims, children, seniors, veterans, domestic

and successfully defended significant federal criminal cases. He has

violence survivors, and people with disabilities.

tried complex civil and criminal cases throughout the state of Iowa.

HOW HAS YOUR TEAM BEEN SUCCESSFUL PIVOTING

Guy is a double-board certified trial lawyer. He is one of less than 50

AND NAVIGATING THROUGH PRACTICING LAW DURING A

Iowa attorneys to be inducted into the Million Dollar Advocates Forum

WORLDWIDE PANDEMIC?

for verdicts and settlements in excess of one million dollars. He is

Iowa experienced a dramatic increase in unemployment as a result

recognized in both the Best Lawyers in America and Super Lawyers

of COVID-19, with the rate remaining above pre-pandemic levels. As

publications. He was named “Lawyer of Year” in 2020 by Best Lawyers

a result, more families are living at or below the federal poverty level.

in America for his work in white collar criminal defense. He has been

With thousands of tenants falling behind on rent, we expect the current

inducted into the Society of Outstanding Lawyers of America and is a

eviction crisis to continue unabated for quite some time.

certified member of the American College of Master Advocates and

As we deal with the fallout from the global COVID-19 pandemic, ILA will
play a crucial role in helping low-income families across Iowa resolve
their housing problems, including evictions, foreclosures, and poor
housing conditions.

www.iowalegalaid.org
(800) 532-1503

IOWA
LEGAL
AID
®

HOPE. DIGNITY. JUSTICE.

Barristers. Guy is also a fellow of the Iowa Academy of Trial Lawyers,
the American College of Board Certified Attorneys, the American
Board of Trial Advocates, and the Litigation Counsel of America. Guy
has been named one of the nation’s top 100 attorneys.

CMYK
Process Black 100
Red = C 13 M 96 Y 81 K 54
Yellow = C 0 M 21 Y 88 K 0

PMS
Process Black 100
Red = PMS 1815
Yellow = PMS 123

500 East Court Avenue, Suite 200, Des Moines | (515) 245-4300 | www.grefesidney.com

LIFE
TRANSFORMED

SPRING 2021

MOMS ON THE EDGE

CARING FOR
YOUR PARENTS

YOUNG ADULTS IN LIMBO

THANK YOU
Our Lifting the Veil: Life Transformed spring series on mental health were powerful and captivating.
If you attended one or all of our discussions, thank you for furthering the discussion around mental health
and well-being. A special thank you to our sponsors for supporting the series and helping us deliver this
valuable content at this heightened time of need. If you missed our spring session, you can still sign up
for our fall series at dsmmagazine.com when our focus will be children.
Teens at Risk: September 23, 12-1 p.m.
Supporting Young Children: October 21, 12-1 p.m.
Caring for Those Who Care for Our Kids: November 18, 12-1 p.m.
Scan to register.

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

SUSTAINING SPONSORS

Employee & Family Resources
IMT Insurance
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PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF COPENHAGEN SPARKLING TEA CO.

VEGAN POP-UPS // WATERMELON SALSA // SPARKLING TEAS // BEST ICE CREAM

Made with or without alcohol,
sparkling teas are the newest toast of
the town. Lemongrass and citrus
prevail in the aroma and the flavor of
Copenhagen’s Gron sparkling tea.
See story, page 48.
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FAVORITE FINDS

FUEL UP AT THESE
3 VEGAN POP-UPS
One of the biggest food trends to come
out of the pandemic is an increase in
plant-based eating. About 28% of
individuals surveyed by the
International Food Information Council
say they’re eating more plant proteins
than they did in 2019. And Central
Iowans are clearly following suit, as
more meatless options are popping up
(literally) and selling out across town.
Sample wholesome bowls, rolls and
other meat-free fare from these femaleowned food businesses.

from Baked Kind.
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Strawberry cinnamon rolls
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1

BAKED KIND

(pictured opposite)
This new kid in town—Brandi
Ramus launched her plantbased bakery in November—

is crazy-popular: Baked Kind’s pop-up
events often sell out long before pre-

2

NOURISHED

Beth Jackson dreams of
opening a vegan and
vegetarian cafe someday,
but for now, she’s

nourishing her passion for plants
through her home-based business.

3

NEW WORLD KITCHEN

(pictured below)
You might recognize the
New World name as the
East Village cafe that was

Des Moines’ first vegan restaurant.
Open from 2012 to 2015, it’s back as

orders close on her site (bakedkind.

After whipping up homemade hummus,

a pop-up, takeout-only brand featuring

square.site). Patrons pick up the

salads, soups, chia puddings and more

some fan favorites. Chef/owner

goodies at the shared commercial

at a certified kitchen in Lucas (south of

Madeline Krantz’s cashew queso and

kitchens where she bakes at Kitchen

Indianola), she offers them at the Iowa

mushroom, bean and millet “bacon”

Spaces (1139 24th St.) or at her pop-ups

Food Cooperative via online ordering at

(which she calls “ALT strips”) are often

around town that are often in

nourisheddsm.com. The pickup location

part of the weekly rotating lineup, as

partnership with other vegan or femalerun businesses, such as Marne- or the

is given at the time of purchase.

are two-serving grain bowls, soups, and
a vegetable- and nut-based “cheese”

Collective. Ramus makes her vegan

sauce for a plant-based mac dish. Pre-

cinnamon rolls, baked doughnuts and

orders are available weekly for pickup

other desserts with locally sourced

at the shared commercial kitchens

ingredients and serves them in reusable

at Mickle Center (1620 Pleasant St.).

containers.

Learn more and order online at
newworldkitchendsm.com.
–Karla Walsh

In addition to fresh vegetables, New World Kitchen’s Mediterranean salad includes herbed cashew
crumbles, sun-dried tomato cauliflower rice, roasted chickpeas, olives and cashew tzatziki.
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I SNAGGED THE RECIPE

SECRETS FOR SUCCESS

FRESH FRUIT WITH A KICK

devour in about five minutes, “the

With no cooking required and ready to
beauty of this recipe is it is easy,”

The concept of “plant-based” is nothing

Clasen says. Here are a few of his tricks

new to Jordan Clasen, owner of Grade

that will make it even easier.

A Gardens. In fact, he’s worked around

Gear up. To make assembly even

fruits and veggies for decades.
“I worked in the produce aisle in

speedier, round up the equipment you’ll

grocery stores from the time I was 14,

need for this recipe before you begin: a

and have always enjoyed being outside

large bowl, a chef’s knife, a Microplane

and working with my hands,” Clasen

grater or a zester, and a citrus juicer.

says. “So working with plants has

Scoop smartly. Since this salsa is really

always been my dream job.”

chunky, serve it with a sturdy tortilla

After five years managing the

chip. Three brands to consider: Garden

produce department at Gateway Market,

of Eatin’, Food Should Taste Good, and

Clasen took the leap and made the

Way Better.

outdoor portion of the dream come true
in 2009. That’s when Clasen—urged on

JORDAN,
WHITNEY,
AND
WILLA
CLASEN

by his friend and local farming icon
Larry Cleverly—jumped into the garlicgrowing game. Now, Clasen and his

Make it a meal. Alternatively, you can
use this as a condiment instead of a dip.
Spoon over grilled chicken or pork, or
use as a replacement for tomato salsa

wife, Whitney, (and farmer-in-training

in fish tacos or other Mexican-inspired

1 1/2-year-old daughter Willa) grow

main dishes.

more than 100 varieties of certified

their $150,000 goal to fund the barn

organic fruits and vegetables that they

build-out.

sell at the Downtown Des Moines

But the Clasens still plan to carve

Farmers’ Market, to 100 CSA

out enough time to enjoy the literal

(community-supported agriculture)

fruits of their labor, such as this family-

members, and to local restaurants

favorite fruit salsa.

including Aposto, the Cheese Shop,
Cheese Bar and Lucky Lotus.
This summer will be busy as the
Clasens move into a new home and
move forward with construction on a
barn on their new farm near Earlham. In

“We cook with our produce almost

Move over, melon. When watermelon
season is over—or if you’re simply not a
huge fan—Clasen says this also works
great with an equal amount of fresh
peaches or nectarines.
Sip on any surplus. If you have extra

every day, which is quite a blessing,”

melon after making the salsa,

Clasen says. “My favorite season is the

Clasen suggests transforming the fruit

‘first’ of everything. The first greens, the
first tomatoes, the first garlic head.”
Celebrate the best of summer with

into a batch of margaritas. Freeze
the watermelon cubes, then blend them
up with tequila, triple sec, fresh lime

early 2021, more than 400 people

this salsa, a “fun, cooling twist on a

juice and ice. Serve in a glass with

donated to their “Barn Raising” event

summertime favorite,” he says.

a salted rim.

on Kickstarter to help the couple reach
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–Karla Walsh
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WATERMELON SALSA
Yield: 16 1/2-cup servings
Ingredients
1 jalapeño pepper, diced
3 tomatillos, diced
1 teaspoon fresh lime juice
6 cups of watermelon, peeled and
cut into 1-inch pieces
1 bunch each fresh mint, cilantro
and basil, chopped
Zest of 1/2 lime
Salt, olive oil and extra lime juice,
to taste
Directions
1. In a large bowl, add jalapeño,
tomatillos and lime juice. Stir to
combine.
2. Add watermelon and herbs,
then gently toss until the herbs are
evenly distributed.
3. Season with a pinch of salt and
a drizzle of olive oil. Toss, taste
and add more salt, olive oil and/or
lime juice, if desired.
4. Serve immediately or store in

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

the refrigerator for up to two days.
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PINCH OF WISDOM

‘JUST RIGHT’
SPARKLING TEAS
When I shared three new Copenhagen
Sparkling Tea Co. flavors at a recent
outdoor dinner, the response was a
collective thumbs up from wine drinkers,
beer fans and teetotalers alike. These
teas are the Goldilocks of spring and
summer beverages; they’re not too
yeasty, not too sweet, not too heavy,
and not too boozy. They’re just right.
Clocking in at 0 to 5% alcohol and
made with a blend of up to 13 organic

bottles with alcohol), these sommeliercrafted sparkling teas are balanced,
elegant and flavorful without being
overpowering. The teas are then blended
with freshly crushed grape juice like
traditional wines and allowed to age
and ferment for eight to 12 weeks.
The resulting blend is bottled like a

drinking less or drinking more or drinking
something different—the pandemic
changed everything. … These lowalcohol teas and no-alcohol teas are a
healthy alternative to drinking that is
still drinking something fun.”
We sampled three styles:
RØD (5% alcohol): Like a sparkling

rosé, this semi-dry tea tastes like a mix

bubbly wine and sold in a 750-milliliter

of red berries, hibiscus, blackberries

format for a stellar swap for—or

and citrus, plus a hint of bitterness

between—glasses of Champagne. And

from Lady Grey and Earl Grey teas.

get this: While it’s not yet available in
large cities like Chicago or Austin, you
can find it in Des Moines for less than
$25 per bottle at the Cheese Shop and
in limited release at Gateway Market

BLÅ (0% alcohol): While this smells

like jasmine, chamomile and citrus, it’s
soft and round on the palate, thanks to
white, green and Darjeeling teas.

and select WineStyles, thanks to

GRØN (5% alcohol): Lemongrass and

Joshua Gingery, the director of sales at

citrus prevail in the aroma and the

Ruby Fine Wines.

flavor. Apple and ginger join the taste

“Nobody is drinking the same
anymore,” Gingery says. “They’re either

48 DSM JULY AUGUST 2021

Erica Collins, Des Moines-based
pastry chef and creator of the food
blog 6 Degrees of Delicious
(6degreesofdelicious.com)

{{

black, green, white and oolong teas
(plus a splash of white wine in the

“To
“Tocut
cutdown
down on
on
food
food waste
waste
and
and add
add flavor
flavor to
to
meals,
meals, mix
mix
unused
unused ripe
ripefresh
fruit
fruitor
orchopped
chopped
fresh
fresh herbs
herbs
into
into softened
softened
butter
butter or
or cream
cream
cheese.
cheese. This
This
isisperfect
perfect to
to
spread
spread on
on toast
toast
or
or biscuits.”
biscuits.”
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF COPENHAGEN SPARKLING TEA CO.

NEW AND NOTABLE

bud party to deliver a crisp, mineralforward experience.

–Karla Walsh

DES MOINES’ ONLY
LOCALLYBASED PRIVATE
TRAVEL SOLUTION

Where jet charter convenience
meets “Iowa Nice” hospitality.
Exec1Aviation.com
515.965.1020 ext. 3
Ankeny Regional Airport
Call for a quote today!
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WHAT WE LOVE

WE ALL SCREAM FOR THIS ICE CREAM
Consider this your bucket list of

Best for Timeless Nostalgia:

must-eat ice creams before summer

Classic Frozen Custard

melts away.

This south-side classic’s digital
presence is small—save for rave

Best for Variety:

reviews from fans—so the flavors are

The Creamery (pictured)

always a surprise when you walk up to

Bring the family or a group of pals and

the window. In addition to mainstays

everyone will find something on the

like chocolate, vanilla and strawberry,

menu at this charming worth-the-drive

you’ll feel like it’s your lucky day if

shop in downtown Polk City. Hard pack,

Caramel Cashew or Ooey Gooey Butter

soft serve, frozen yogurt, shakes, malts,

Cake are available. And you won’t go

floats, sundaes and pup treats are

wrong with the hot fudge-showered

available each day. New to the lineup

Turtle Sundae. (4000 S.E. 14th St.,

for 2021: a Disney parks-inspired Dole

restaurantwebexperts.com/

Whip, which has been a top-seller,

ClassicFrozenCustard)

according to owners Joe and Ashley
Fandel. (221 W. Broadway, Polk City,

Cecelia Baumhover, 6, of Van Meter enjoys

Best for Savory and Sweet Cravings:

facebook.com/thecreamerypolkcity)

ice cream from The Creamery.

Goldie’s

Best for Unexpected Flavors:

Best for Ice Cream on the Go:

weekend afternoon destination for a

Black Cat

The Outside Scoop

quintessential Iowa meal: a pork

You probably recognize the name from

Summer isn’t quite summer until we

tenderloin sandwich and a twister (aka

its walk-up window at Gas Lamp, and

complete the trifecta: scoring a scoop

milkshake). The Dutch Letter Twister is
popular during spring and early summer,

now this buzzy ice cream brand is back.

from the original Outside Scoop location

As of press time, it was set to open in

in Indianola, from its younger sibling in

but you won’t go wrong with the top-

June in the former Woody’s Smoke

Ankeny, and from the roaming member

selling Monster Cookie Twister with

Shack space in the Drake neighborhood.

of the family—the pretty-in-pink ice

vanilla soft serve, peanut butter, cookie

Expect the unexpected from owner Alex

cream truck that makes appearances at

dough, granola and M&M’s. If you’re

Carter—creative flavors include

concerts and food festivals and on

really lucky, the rhubarb compote-

Chocolate-Ghost Chili; Cap’n Crunch

select weekdays downtown. While we’re

infused Twister will still be on the menu

and Brownie; Blueberry Pancake; and

wild about mainstays like Dutch Letter,

at this issue’s publication date.

Peanut Butter Puppy Chow.

it’s tough to resist the seasonal

(304 W. Second St., Prairie City,

(2511 Cottage Grove Ave.,

varieties like Blackberry Peach. (602 N.

goldiesicecreamshoppe.com)

blackcaticecream.com)

Jefferson Way, Indianola; 2410 S.W.
White Birch Drive, Ankeny; and the
truck, which you can track on Instagram
@theoutsidescoop; outside-scoop.com)
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–Karla Walsh
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This Prairie City shop is the perfect

501 East Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
515-557-1833

sales@projectsfurniture.com
projectsfurniture.com

CONNECTIONS
THAT COUNT.
At the Community Foundation we
believe in the power of being better
together. We know our community
is stronger when we work and give
together to meet challenges and
opportunities.

CONNECT
Visit our website
www.GIVEdsm.org
and learn about
community needs.

CHOOSE
Sort giving opportunities based
on the causes you care about.

Local Animal
Shelter

Community
Building Project

Local Food
Pantry

GIVE

That is why we created GIVEdsm.
GIVEdsm provides a place to learn
about the needs of nonprofits in our
community and support their important
work. This is giving made simple.
This is being better together.
Visit www.GIVEdsm.org to connect
with causes you care about.

Live. Give. Better Together.

www.desmoinesfoundation.org
Give to make our community
better together.

GIVEdsm_ad_8.125x5.indd 1
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emotions however I please.

I’m able to express my creativity and

fall. I love how free art makes me feel;

the Arts for a visual arts major this

I will be attending California Institute of

and reading self-improvement books.

yoga, singing and dancing in show choir,

passions? Painting, drawing, practicing

Beyond fashion, what are your

fast fashion.

Goodwill outlet and try to steer away from

Vintage & Retro. I always hit up the

Garage, Rumors Vintage and Funky Finds

local vintage boutiques. I love Atomic

Where you shop: I mostly thrift or go to

and Tyler Mazaheri.

mullet goin’ on, inspired by Mick Jagger

of my look. Right now I’ve got a mini shag

known for: My hair, which is a huge part

The part of your style you’re most

their own unique styles, which I envy.

the boundaries of fashion while maintaining

Quebrada and Elton John. They all push

David Bowie, Freddie Mercury, Elijah

Style icons: Stevie Nicks, Tyler Mazaheri,

timeless and great for layering pieces.

couldn’t live without: A turtleneck—

The piece of clothing or accessory you

bell bottoms and the collared shirts.

the ’70s, including the platform shoes, the

Vintage ’70s vibe. I adore everything about

How would you describe your style?

California Institute of the Arts.

Agency, artist, incoming freshman at

Job or avocation: Model for the Peak

Age: 17

PAXTON MORGAN
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Hy-Vee has donated more than

10 MILLION MEALS
to local food banks.

Look for One Step products in your Hy‑Vee and
help us make the world a better place, one step at a time.
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Iowa Stops Hunger is a Business
Publications Corporation initiative to

GIVING CITY

raise awareness of hunger in Iowa and

IOWA STOPS HUNGER

inspire action to combat it.

QUEEN BEES
WRITER: RACHEL VOGEL QUINN

and a few sandwiches. From there, two
young Black women built a mutual aid
organization and 501(c)(3) nonprofit,
the Supply Hive, that raised more than
$50,000 in its first nine months.
Zakariyah Hill and Aaliyah Quinn of
Des Moines, both 23, have been friends
since middle school (they met at
Cornerstone Family Church). Hill, the
Supply Hive’s co-founder and executive
director, graduated in May from Iowa
State University with a bachelor’s
degree in management information
systems.
“I grew up around strong,

“AALIYAH AND
I ARE THE
QUEEN BEES OF
THE HIVE,
BUT WE ALSO
REPRESENT
BLACK WOMEN,
THE BOTTOM
OF THE
TOTEM POLE
IN SOCIETY.”

independent women,” Hill says. “It’’s

ZAKARIYAH HILL

made me into a CEO, a boss, a self-

day care provider, Quinn says she has
always been happiest when caring for
others.
Although both women have
participated in social justice activism
for years, they were energized by the
protests following George Floyd’s death
last summer. But they wanted to do
more than hold cardboard signs. After
seeing protesters standing and
marching in the hot sun for hours, the
duo created what they describe as a
“janky” flyer with QR codes to Venmo
and Cash App accounts. Soon,
donations to buy food, water and firstaid supplies for protesters came
pouring in.
Hill, however, saw there was a limit

starter, someone with an

to what the protests could accomplish.

entrepreneurial spirit.”

“It’s time for change,” she remembers

Co-founder Quinn, on the other

thinking. “It’s time to buckle up and be

hand, is a nurturer, according to Hill.

in it for the long run.”

The mother of a 1-year-old son, Quinn

The Supply Hive evolved from

graduated from Drake University in

there. Hill says the name is a metaphor

December with a degree in

for bees working together in a

elementary education and an

non-hierarchical system

endorsement in English as

toward a common

a second language.

goal—nourishing

The daughter of a

the entire hive.
Continues on
page 58

AALIYAH
QUINN
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ZAKARIYAH
HILL

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

They started with an Instagram post

WE
ARE
AT
YOUR
SERVICE
CUSTOM FRAMING | INSTALLATION
COLLECTION CONSULTATION | CORPORATE ART SOLUTIONS
EVENT SPACE | SPECIAL COMMISSIONS | PACKING & SHIPPING

O L S O N -L A R S E N
GALLERIES
A CONTEMPORARY GALLERY REPRESENTING THE FINEST ARTISTS IN THE MIDWEST FOR 40+ YEARS
203 FIFTH STREET WEST DES MOINES, IOWA 50265 515 277 6734 WWW.OLSONLARSEN.COM
@OLSON-LARSEN GALLERIES

@OLGALLERIES

@OLSONLARSENGALLERIES

JUST PRESS PLAY.

justin Favela
CENTRAL AMERICAN
JULY 17 – OCTOBER 24, 2021
MORE AT DESMOINESARTCENTER.ORG

Visit the Des Moines Symphony
from the comfort of your living room.

DMSO
@HOME

Go online to find livestreamed
performances, videos from
our musicians, and much more.

dmsymphony.org

Justin Favela (American, born 1986)
Detail from La Cañada de Metlac, after José María Velasco, 2018
Paper and glue on board / 41 × 63 inches

ENTIRELYUNEXPECTED
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IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS ...
THAT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE

big

Continued from page 56
“Nourishment is this broad word,” she
says. “It started with food, but now it
encompasses physical nourishment,
mental nourishment, spiritual
nourishment and financial nourishment.”
At Supply Hive events, six board
members and a rotating team of
volunteers distribute food, water,
clothing, school supplies, personal
protective equipment, diapers and
more. Their supply drives are meant for
students, teachers, mothers, homeless
individuals, those facing deportation,

Spectrum Lighting and Interiors offers the largest selection in

and anyone in the community who

lighting, ceiling fans, lamps and lampshades, artwork and mirrors

wants to come “shop” for what they

for your residential or commercial lighting projects. We also

need, no questions asked. This is the

offer complete fixture repair and restoration services. Visit our
beautiful remodeled showroom to bring your vision to light.

crux of what it means to be a mutual
(515) 276-5088 | spectrumlighting.biz

aid organization, rather than a charity,
Hill says.
In addition to providing rent relief
and free therapy, Supply Hive also
broke ground on a community garden
last fall at Edna Griffin Park in the
Riverbend neighborhood. In February,
they launched the Hill-Quinn Legacy
Grant, giving away $7,000 to young
Black individuals engaged in
community work.
As the organization grows, the
co-founders would like to build a
physical mutual aid center. The larger
goal, however, is long-term community
change.
“We have to start little by little,
because it’s a big system and it’s hard
to break,” Quinn says. “What we’re
doing now is slowly leading to more and
more change in Des Moines for people
of color.”

■

To get involved, visit
thesupplyhivedsm.org or follow
@thesupplyhive on Instagram.
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LEADERS BEYOND
THE OFFICE

“WHEN PEOPLE LOVE THE
COMPANY THEY WORK FOR,
THEY WANT TO SEE IT SUCCEED.
WE ARE ALL INVESTED IN THE
SUCCESS OF OUR AGENTS AND
COMPANY. OUR CULTURE IS AT
THE HEART OF THAT.” - MADISON WARD

Hear from RE/MAX Concepts employees about what makes it
such a great place to work.
What makes your workplace culture different from the rest?
Nichole Leech: “We work hard but also have fun. The people are
what makes Concepts stand out. We come together and help
each other, offer support and collaborate in meaningful ways.”
Danielle Seifert: “It is not about the bottom line here. The focus
is what is best for our agents. The result is the agents working at
their highest capacity.”
Jenny Zaputil: “I have been with Concepts for 15+ years, there is
nowhere else I would rather be!”
What is your favorite part of your workday?
Michelle Kelley: “I love days when I get to collaborate with
agents and staff and leadership. The ideas, the openness and
synergy is inspiring.”

In your opinion, how does a positive culture affect a business’
bottom line?
Alexa Bills: “I feel like the owners genuinely care about the staff
on a personal level. They make an effort to get to know everyone
and show their appreciation. I also feel like the staff takes pride
in being “the best brokerage in Iowa” - it’s a sense of pride in the
company; that we are helping or are responsible in some way for
the company’s success and growth. When Concepts “wins”, it
feels like a win for the staff.”

What unusual benefits does your workplace provide?
Jaimee Moore: “Work-life balance! There are many companies
that don’t recognize that.”
Bryan York: “Training and access to tools to help me better
manage my business. Knowledge is power, but it’s hard to drive
a nail without a hammer, even if you know how.”

What advice would you give to new colleagues/ agents?
Emily Campos: “Really join in and embrace the new family you
just gained!”

Why do you think workplace culture is important?
Katie Froese: “You want to work for a company that encourages
you, listens to you and has a positive energy.”

6600 University Avenue

What advice would you have for others who want to improve
their company’s culture?
Alexa Bills: “Take a genuine interest in your staff. What are their
goals and how can working for your company help their lives?”

•

Des Moines, Iowa

•

(877) 407-2676

•

www.realestateconcepts.net
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CORTEVA
AGRISCIENCE
EMPLOYEES
STRIVE TO ENRICH
LIVES LOCALLY
AND GLOBALLY
When you are in the business of developing innovations for farmers
that help grow progress, having talented and engaged employees who
support their communities can make a big difference for both the culture
and the bottom line. Corteva Agriscience was recently awarded the 2021
Game-Changer award for its dedication, innovation and success shown
while participating in the 2020 United Way of Central Iowa campaign, an
organization the company has been a long-time supporter of. We bring
that same passion and energy to our farmer customers and it shows.
One of the core tenants of Corteva is building together. Employees and
businesses grow by working toward common goals. Corteva embraces
diversity and collaboration in order to build one company and reach out
across the food system to create shared values and enhance both lives
and land.
Corteva was named a 2020 Best Place to Work for LGBTQ+ Equality
by the Human Rights Campaign, an award that reflects the company’s
deep commitment to inclusion and diversity at all levels. Corteva works
to create a culture of inclusion and diversity where employees feel heard
and valued, as well as encouraged to grow and bring their whole selves
to work every day.
Employees are encouraged to stand tall, be curious and innovate
relentlessly. Corteva continues to accelerate the pace of innovation to
create solutions that deliver abundant high-quality food to the world,
both now and in the future.
With more than 2,200 employees serving the Johnston, Iowa, Global
Business Center alone, Corteva is committed to the communities where
employees work and live. Corteva supports more than 40 organizations
across Iowa, including programs aligned to empower women, enable
youth and engage communities. In addition to the United Way, Corteva
also proudly supports Meals from the Heartland, Habitat for Humanity,
Cultivation Corridor and the Food Bank of Iowa, among many others.
As leaders, Corteva employees embody a purpose that goes beyond
immediate needs in order to benefit society, ensuring progress for
generations to come.

7100 NW 62nd Avenue
Johnston, Iowa 50131
(515) 270-3200
www.corteva.com
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WHY IS WORKPLACE
CULTURE IMPORTANT?

At Sammons Financial Group, we know
that working is about far more than the
stability of a paycheck—it comes down to
your personal purpose. We each have a
calling to make a difference in the lives of
our customers and fellow team members.
And while culture can be considered
intangible, you know positive culture
when you see it in action. It drives you
and helps us all perform better.
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WHAT MAKES YOUR
WORKPLACE CULTURE
DIFFERENT FROM
THE REST?

At Sammons Financial Group, our healthy,
high-performing culture is centered on
core values of accountability, integrity,
openness and respect. We demonstrate
that through a focus on the total
employee experience. This commitment
is embedded in all of our programs and
benefits. It is mission critical in our effort
to attract, retain and engage the best
talent in financial services.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD
YOU HAVE FOR NEW
COLLEAGUES?

Be nimble and live your life with purpose
and drive. That goes for the company you
keep, too. Sammons Financial Group has
a culture that shines based on innovation
through continuous improvement, and
collaboration with a common goal—every
day. Our mission— Making Lives Better—
is a good mantra to live by.

Sammons Financial Group employee volunteers take part in the United Way of Central Iowa annual Day of Action.

8300 Mills Civic Parkway

•

West Des Moines, Iowa 50266

•

www.sammonsfinancialgroup.com
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THE AMERICAN EQUITY DIFFERENCE
We are on a mission to deliver the dignity of a paycheck for

We foster authentic, knowledgeable programs and benefits

benefits that impact our most important asset: our people.

workplace walls. We offer free webinars and assessments

life to our customers. To do this, we continually update the

designed to overcome stigmas with roots far past our

to all team members and their families, along with a holistic

We celebrate diversity, equity and inclusion with forward-

wellness program that helps teammates flourish and rise amid

thinking resources and open senior leadership meetings to

various challenges. We invest in many preventable healthcare

share and discuss new ideas. This allows our team members’

options. We’ve helped our teammates stay responsive and

individual stories to be embraced and empowered. We

nimble during this historic past year, equipping team members

support and care about their personal journey with special

with no copay remote healthcare visits.

benefits, such as parental leave for both parents, a floating
holiday and miscarriage bereavement. Our impact extends

Aside from all the transformative personal and professional

volunteer time off and intentionally investing our philanthropic

and commemorate our collective achievements with unique

past our business and into our communities by offering

growth avenues, we have fun! We’re off every Friday at 1 p.m.

efforts toward initiatives that lend a voice to affordable

bonus programs and energetic events that bring us together

housing, equal rights, education and youth.

6000 Westown Parkway

to celebrate our differences and collective successes!

•

West Des Moines, Iowa 50266

•

(888) 221-1234

•

www.american-equity.com
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COLLABORATIVE
CULTURES CREATE
REWARDING
CAREERS.

OPTIMAE
LIFESERVICES
At Optimae, we change lives every day—and not just our customers’
lives. We know doing meaningful work and being a small part of
someone else’s triumphs and tough times allows our employees to
experience one of life’s greatest gifts—to live a life of purpose. At
LCS is a special place, and we feel very fortunate to have such a

Optimae, respect is expected. We support one another. We’re family.

passionate team dedicated to serving seniors. Our culture, talent and

We celebrate with one another. We’re dedicated to making a difference

vision are what truly set us apart within this industry, and we feel these

in the lives of all people—particularly those who have not had all of

traits are what will continue to lead us forward. We’re dedicated to

life’s advantages.

creating a collaborative culture that provides an exceptional experience
for every employee.

Our “secret sauce” is an inner desire to help, to assist others in
meeting their goals and being successful. We’re a team of teams:

Our ability to share and exchange information is important to our busi-

microbusiness staff who offer job coaching, behavioral health

ness success but also is a key driver in our culture. Whether you’re a

practitioners who assist individuals in achieving their goals, home

chef, accountant or architect, our mission of serving seniors is exactly

health and rehabilitation professionals who bring independence, and

the same, and this connective experience allows individuals throughout

community service personnel who give others a valued role.

the company to grow both personally and professionally.
We’re at your side and on your side.

Life Care Services
www.lcsnet.com

400 Locust Street
Suite 820
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Optimae LifeServices
www.optimaelifeservices.com
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EAST VILLAGE SPA

The R&R Realty Group team competing in the Des Moines
Corporate Games

DEVELOPING
COMMUNITIES AND
PEOPLE SINCE 1985
WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT FROM

WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT?

THE REST?

People attracted to spa careers are caring and empathetic by

R&R Realty Group is a family company with a proud history of
developing both the community and our employees who call it home.
That focus on family and community has led to a culture where our
people are encouraged and empowered to achieve a positive work/life
balance while also taking on volunteer roles in their local communities.

nature. In spas, touch and sharing are normal. I started the spa
as a licensed massage therapist, as opposed to someone with a
business background, so I understand what my providers need
to thrive.

WHAT UNUSUAL BENEFITS DO YOU HAVE/PROVIDE YOUR

WHY IS A CARING CULTURE IMPORTANT AT EAST

WORKFORCE?

VILLAGE SPA?

Our founder’s ﬁrst career was in education and continuous learning

Our nearly 20 providers dedicate so much energy caring for guests

has been a core part of R&R’s mission since day one. That’s why we

experiencing stress and pain, which is emotionally demanding.

oﬀer our employees opportunities to gain certiﬁcations and licenses,

Nurturers often sacrifice their own physical and mental health for

along with tuition reimbursement. We also oﬀer discounted rent for our
employees at the four apartment complexes we own and manage.
WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?
We put so much eﬀort into the management of our workplace culture
because at the end of the day, we want our employees to know that
they’re what make us successful.

others. We provide our employees health benefits, opportunities for
support, and time to decompress and have fun.
HOW CAN LEADERS IMPROVE THEIR CULTURE?
Immerse yourself in your employees’ work to understand their
needs. Learn how their days feel to find ways reduce their work
stress and create a more enjoyable environment.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR OTHERS WHO WANT TO
IMPROVE CULTURE?
Focus on your people and live your values.

R&R Realty Group

1080 Jordan Creek
Parkway, Suite 200 North

Cassie Sampson,
LMT, Owner

601 East Locust Street
Suite #202

www.RRRealty.com

West Des Moines, IA
50266

www.evdayspa.com

Des Moines, Iowa 50309
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SPEAKING UP FOR CHANGE
WRITER: LUKE MANDERFELD PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

Last year, at the height of the pandemic,

to comprehend other cultures. So I

preventing me from doing typical

Tony Khuth witnessed hate crimes

started this journey of discussing

advocacy work.” So, in the span of a

rising against Asian Americans.

inclusion-related topics.”

Because of Khuth’s own experiences

Khuth joined the inclusion council

with marginalization—Khuth identifies

at Wellmark Blue Cross and Blue Shield,

as nonbinary, using the pronouns

where they work in special inquiries.

month, Khuth spent $2,800 on
equipment and software to get started.
Khuth practiced for hours
speaking into a microphone and

they and them, and was born to

Khuth also became involved in politics,

learned audio editing. On Jan. 16,

Cambodian refugees—Khuth was

even traveling to Washington, D.C., in

Khuth released the first episode, “Intro:

moved to stand up.

2019 to push for the Equality Act.

To Khuth, that meant creating

Then, in 2020, as the coronavirus

Why I Advocate,” explaining the
purpose. Since then, Khuth has touched

a podcast. Called “de facto with Tony

gripped the globe, Asian Americans

Khuth,” the show touches on culture,

were targeted in higher numbers.

Cambodian history, and why

politics and identity.

According to the Center for the Study of

representation matters.

“This podcast allows me to speak
with my own voice,” says Khuth (rhymes
with put).
The idea for “de facto” didn’t come

Hate and Extremism at California State
University, hate crimes against Asian

on topics such as identity vocabulary,

Khuth wants podcast topics to be
wide-ranging, but a main focus is

Americans jumped 149% between 2019

helping others recognize Southeast

and 2020. Khuth heard personal stories

Asian culture. To many Americans,

overnight but was a culmination of

of friends and family members

Southeast Asians can look similar to

Khuth’s experiences. Khuth was born in

victimized by violence but who were

Chinese or other Asian nationalities, but

Rochester, Minnesota, to parents who

afraid to speak out.

escaped Cambodia after being the

“When I asked them if they’ve

their identities are different, Khuth says.
And Khuth will continue to speak out

targets of the Khmer Rouge. The

contacted the police, they say it’s not a

totalitarian regime ruled the country

big deal,” Khuth says. “The frequency

from 1975 to 1979, killing an estimated

alarmed me, and I wanted to speak up

entire country,” Khuth says. “I want to

1.5 million to 2 million people, about

and speak out.”

create awareness about the injustice

25% of Cambodia’s population.
In Rochester, Khuth’s family lived

Khuth didn’t know how to do that,

until the message reaches the masses.
“I want to effectively reach the

Southeast Asian individuals face. We

though. Last fall, Khuth talked with a

don’t have a voice in politics. I want to
make a point that we are people; we are

in a segregated neighborhood that local

friend about racial identity and recorded

residents called “Asian Avenue.” When

thoughts. Khuth’s friend said Khuth

individuals. I want to create an

Khuth moved to Des Moines at age 19,

sounded like Ira Glass, host of the

environment in which we are no longer

the youth experienced culture shock.

popular NPR radio show “This American

invisible.”

“I had never experienced
whiteness to this degree,” the now-33year-old Khuth says. “I also realized
these communities [I lived in] struggled

68 DSM JULY AUGUST 2021

Life.” Then the podcasting idea clicked.
“I had this huge fear the podcast
wasn’t going to do well,” Khuth says.
“But I knew the pandemic was

You can listen to “de facto”
wherever you get your audio, including
Apple Podcasts, Google Play and
more.

n

Podcaster and activist
Tony Khuth at the
Greater Des Moines
Botanical Garden’s Ruan
Reflection Garden.

“I WANT TO
EFFECTIVELY
REACH
THE ENTIRE
COUNTRY.”
TONY KHUTH
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‘JUST GO’ TO BOSTON
FOOD, PUBLIC ART, HISTORY AND
PARKS MAKE WALKABLE BEANTOWN
A CAPTIVATING DESTINATION.
WRITER: LISA LAVIA RYAN

A

sk Des Moines arts
advocate and composer
Beau Kenyon how he feels
about Boston, his home of

20 years, and for a moment, he’s not

sure how to respond. When he does, his
directive is simple: “Just go.”
Kenyon, a Creston native, moved
to Boston to attend Berklee College of
Music. Some things about the city felt
immediately familiar, he says. First, the
weather, with its long, cold winters,
made him feel at home. And the city’s
neighborhood structure gave it an
accessibility that other large
metropolitan areas might be missing.
The city was a good fit for Kenyon,
and he stayed. Several years ago,
though, a visit home to Iowa piqued his
and his partner’s interest in making a
change. Fast-forward to pre-pandemic,
and Kenyon—the composer and sound
artist behind “River Constellation,”
Des Moines Water Works’ multimedia
sculpture—found himself and his partner,
Nathan Venne, living in Des Moines.
“Boston will always be special to
me in so many ways because it helped
teach me and shape me,” Kenyon
says. “Everyone needs to see and
experience Boston.”
Let’s begin with the food. “I’m not a
big nightlife person, but I can tell you
where to eat in Boston all day and
evening long,” Kenyon says with a laugh.
“Start at the North End for authentic

Left: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
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This page, clockwise from top: Boston
Harbor and the Financial District; Bristol
Restaurant and Bar at the Four Seasons
Hotel; Old North Church and a statue of
Paul Revere on the Freedom Trail.
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Right: Aquitaine specializes in traditional
French cuisine.

Kenyon also likes Toro for brunch and
recommends checking out the nearby
mural “Breathe Life 3” by Rob “Problak”
Gibbs.
“There’s also Kava Neo-Taverna,
a Greek restaurant. They serve the best
octopus I’ve ever eaten,” Kenyon says.
As of press time, it’s available for
takeout only.
Food’s out of the way; let’s get to the
parks. And the history. And the sports.
Take your pastry to go and head to the
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum,
Kenyon advises.
“This is a great venue for people
who love art and also history,” he says.
“This is the building where Gardner
actually lived. She was a notable public
figure and a famous patron of the arts.
She had Rembrandts and eclectic
collections, and she left everything …
for the community to enjoy.”
From there, Kenyon says, walk to
the Emerald Necklace Conservancy,
a 1,100-acre chain of parks linked by
parkways and waterways. It gets its
name from the way the planned chain
appears to hang from the “neck” of the
Italian, and for pastries. For your entree,
visit Monica’s, a tiny little Italian deli

away from the fancier Italian places:
“You’ll pay a premium, and you’ll find

that’s so small you have one aisle in, one

better for a fraction of the price at

aisle out. The Italian and chicken-Parm

Monica’s.”

subs are like nothing you’ve ever tasted.”

As an alternative, he recommends a

Boston peninsula.
“Olmsted Park is part of the
‘necklace’ and is on the National
Register of Historic Places and is also
just some really beautiful green space,”

short trip to the South End for dinner at

Kenyon says. “Take another pastry—or

for Italian pastries, Boba’s. Get takeout

Aquitaine on Tremont Street. “I waited

even a bag of pastries—there, and eat

from both spots and enjoy a picnic at

tables there as an undergrad; it’s

and walk around.”

Central Wharf Park in front of the

wonderful French cuisine and equally

sculpture “To Each Era Its Art. To Art,

wonderful French wine,” he says.

Then, stop by Kenyon’s secret spot

Its Freedom” by artist Jose Dávila.
If you’re looking for a sit-down
experience, Kenyon suggests staying
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In the same area is SRV, which

And about those other tourist spots …
Stop by Bunker Hill and Harvard Square,

serves Parisian, Mediterranean and

Kenyon says; take a trip to nearby

small plates and is an ideal brunch spot.

Quincy to see the John Adams and
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UROLOGY CENTER OF IOWA
John Quincy Adams homes and burial

at

places. Check out the monuments in
Pier 6 of the Navy Yard. But skip
Faneuil Hall, a marketplace and meeting
hall where Samuel Adams and James
Otis often spoke to encourage
independence from Great Britain.
“It’s historical, but it’s usually
packed with a young college crowd and
the food is not that great,” Kenyon says.
“Take a picture if you’d like—then head
to the Holocaust museum, which is
impactful and beautiful. Then walk back
up to the South End for dinner, and
grab a beer in the Fenway

Providing a Full Spectrum of Modern Urologic Care
Kevin Birusingh, MD

McCabe Kenny, MD

Mark Kellerman, MD

Richard Glowacki, MD

Ryan Schulte, MD

Brian Gallagher, MD

Stephanie Pothoven, DO

Trevor Wild, MD

1801 Hickman Road,
Des Moines, IA 50314

282-7390
www.broadlawns.org

neighborhood.”
While on your walking tour of the
city, make sure to stop at Silvia
Lopez Chavez’s mural “Patterned
Behavior” on the Charles River
Esplanade near the Mass. Ave. Bridge.
“Walk along in late afternoon, then onto
Tiger Mama in Fenway for trendy Asian
fusion or Deuxave for elegant and
upscale,” he says.
And definitely set aside time to
walk the Freedom Trail, a 2.5-mile-long
path through downtown Boston. You’ll
see historic cemeteries, the Paul Revere
house, the Boston Massacre site, Old
North Church and more.

CULTURECAST

Where to stay. If you have the budget
for downtown, stay along the
Waterfront, Kenyon says; the new Four
Seasons is a good choice. Or opt for an
Airbnb within city limits. You won’t need
to rent a car as the city is easily walked
or accessed via Uber or Lyft.
Don’t forget the souvenirs. Head to
Newbury Street in the Back Bay for
unique high-end items, Kenyon

Tune In
Check out dsm’s CultureCast podcasts and videos for
lively coverage of local artists, restaurants and cultural
organizations. Find the podcast on your favorite platform or at

dsmmagazine.com/culturecast
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suggests. “Anything else is really
typical large-city … the big designers
all have stores there,” he says.
Odds and ends. “If you have extra time,
head to the Berkshires for the weekend,”
Kenyon says. “It’s just gorgeous, and
you never know when you might be able
to just grab your picnic blanket and
take in a concert by James Taylor or
Yo-Yo Ma.”

n

ART OVER WINE
AUCTION FEATURING ART BY
CENTRAL IOWA ARTISTS
HORS D’OEUVRES &
WINE TASTING

Showcasing diverse performing arts across Iowa,
with an educational and entertaining peek
behind the curtain.

AUGUST 10, 2021 | 5-7 PM
JASPER WINERY
2400 GEORGE FLAGG PKWY
$25 PER PERSON

iowapbs.org/arts

PURCHASE TICKETS AT:

515-280-1674 OR
WWW.REBUILDINGDM.ORG
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT:

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS HELPING
FAMILIES IN OUR COMMUNITY

PROJECT BY
OAKWOOD BUILDER’S GROUP

BARNUM FLOORS

9460 Swanson Blvd | Des Moines, IA 50325 | www.barnumfloors.com | 515-270-2211
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LOCAL LOVE

Colston Diblasi and Brianna Grenier
exchanged vows in an outdoor ceremony
in front of about 30 friends and family
last August. Held at Emerald Hills Events
in Promise City in south-central Iowa,
the event featured a bit of whimsy—yes,
there was a donkey carrying drinks.
“We actually won this wedding through
a giveaway so it was really stress-free
and a lot of fun to work with all of the
vendors,” Brianna says. She is a design
engineer at Vermeer; Colston is a high
school math teacher and wrestling
coach. For a complete list of vendors,
see dsmmagazine.com.
Wedding date: Aug. 20, 2020
Photographer: Brooke Pavel
Photography
To submit your wedding photos for
consideration in dsm, send them to
dsmeditor@bpcdm.com. Include your and
your spouse’s names, occupations, wedding
date, location and the photographer’s name.
Please confirm that you either own the rights
to the photographs or have the
photographer’s permission to submit them for
publication. Also provide your phone number
in case we need to contact you.
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DESIGN AND PLANNING: HONEY & JOY EVENTS. VENUE: EMERALD HILLS EVENTS. FLORIST AND DESIGN: SHELLY SARVER DESIGNS

BRIANNA GRENIER AND
COLSTON DIBLASI

INCLUSION:
Discover Diverse Des Moines
Thank you to everyone who attended our ﬁrst-ever dsm Inclusion event
We'd like to recognize our sponsors Veridian Credit Union, Tero International, Wells Fargo, John Deere,
Bankers Trust and Civic Music Association for supporting inclusion and celebrating our community.
We hope you came away with ideas and inspiration to experience the best of our city’s diverse arts and
culture, food and dining, home and garden, and design and fashion scenes. If you missed the event, you

can view a recap at dsmmagazine.com. Here are the places and organizations we featured in our event.

LOCAL GEMS

LOCAL NONPROFITS

Give. Gifts with Intention
Kathmandu Restaurant
Harmony Park

Ephemera Design
Busy Bee Tailor

C Fresh Market

Des Moines Art Center

African American Leadership

Gateway Dance Theater

Al Exito

Meskwaki Settlement

Academy

B.Well Foundation

Big Brothers Big Sisters

Isiserettes
One Iowa

Pyramid Theatre Company

We recognize that this list represents just a few of our city’s best offerings. We encourage you to explore and support
the many diverse places, spaces and organizations Des Moines has to offer.

Presenting Sponsors

Supporting Sponsors

Music Sponsor

ALL IN
THE
CARDS
A DES MOINES COUPLE’S
HANDCRAFTED STATIONERY
AND HOME GOODS HAVE
GAINED NATIONAL NOTICE
AND LEGIONS OF FANS.
WRITER: MISSY KEENAN

Moglea releases a new collection of handpainted cards, notebooks and gifts twice a
year. The items pictured here are from their
spring and summer 2021 collection.
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ucked in an understated cinder

processes like dip dying, hand-painting and printing on

block storefront on a quiet stretch

the century-old letterpress the couple had purchased.

of Eleventh Street downtown,

That year they took a small collection of cards to

design and letterpress studio

the National Stationery Show in New York City, where

Moglea (pronounced MOH-glee)

they unexpectedly received orders from large retailers

may be one of Des Moines’ best-

including Urban Outfitters and Anthropologie. “It felt

kept secrets.

like we won the lottery,” Meg says.

The studio hasn’t gotten a lot

Soon after the show, the couple received another

of press locally, but they apparently haven’t needed it:

happy surprise—the finalization of the adoption process

Moglea’s handcrafted cards and home goods such as

they’d been working on for a year and a half. Just five

hand-painted clocks speak for themselves on a

months later, they headed to Congo to pick up their two

national level, flying off the shelves at retail giants like

children, Ev (now 9) and Shepard (now 11). With the

West Elm and Anthropologie.
Chad and Meg Gleason started Moglea in 2012,
three years after graduating from Iowa State
University—Chad’s degree is in interior design and

new responsibilities of parenthood and the expansion
of their business, they needed to hire a team.
“When we first hired employees, they worked with
me in our farmhouse,” Meg says. “I’d be feeding the

Meg’s is in graphic design. At the time, Chad was a

baby in the highchair while our employees were there

partner at his family farm in Audubon. Meg helped him

packing cards to ship. It was a crazy juggling act.”

part-time while starting to design cards. She wanted to

A few years into the business, Chad left his family

find ways to mass produce cards that would feel

farm to focus on Moglea. The company has continued

handmade and one-of-a-kind, experimenting with

to grow, first moving to a studio they built in Audubon,
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2

3

4

1. Moglea’s paper goods are designed, painted,
cut, bound and packaged in-house.
2. The Gleason family: Ev (9), Meg, Shepard (11)
and Chad.
3. Artists paint each piece by hand. To watch
them create, follow @moglea on Instagram for
daily videos of the behind-the-scenes process.
4. One of the company’s hand-painted clocks.
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SAGE ADVICE
SPICY STAFF
GOOD THYMES

then to their current 4,000-square-foot
Des Moines location in 2018. They now
have nine full-time employees and six parttime staffers.
In addition to their national clients,
Moglea products are carried locally by
stores including Wildflower, Des Moines
- and they have
Mercantile and Marne,
a small shop at their studio.

allspice

As the business has grown, Moglea
has stayed true to the initial concept of
making each piece feel handmade and
one-of-a-kind. Meg’s design process
generally starts with color—drawing from
inspirations as varied as a Gucci jacket,

CULINARY HERBS, SPICES,
OILS & VINEGARS
400 EAST LOCUST IN DES MOINES’ EAST VILLAGE
ALLSPICEONLINE.COM

a vintage children’s book, or light filtering
through mist in a favorite landscape photo.
She’ll develop the pattern, colors and
paper selection and create an example for
her team to expand on.
“A company like Hallmark is making
cards that are complex and beautiful, but
they still feel mass produced,” Meg says.
“Our products are unique because most of
them are painted on large sheets that get
cut down to multiple cards, creating a
unique composition.
“You can even see and feel the texture
of the paint, which allows our customers to
receive a truly special one-of-a-kind
product,” she adds. “It’s one of the things
I’m most proud of; I know no one else is
making products the way we do.”
The business will soon include
contemporary furniture designed by Chad
in addition to paper goods, art and cell
phone covers. They have several chairs in
the works that should be available for sale
later this year.
“We feel lucky to be able to spend this
much time together, run a business
together, run a family together,” Meg says.

PAIGE PETERSON
PHOTOGRAPHY

Join us at Jazz,
Jewels & Jeans
September 17!

oakridgeneighborhood.org
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“We feel like we have a dream situation.”
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RESTAURANT WEEK
AUGUST 20-29, 2021 DINNER: $30-$45/PERSON LUNCH: $15-$25/PERSON

PRESENTED BY: DSM MAGAZINE • GREATER DES MOINES CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU • SOCIETY INSURANCE
SPONSORED BY: SAZERAC • IOWA EGG • IOWA BEEF • IOWA PORK • REINHART FOODSERVICE • SOUTHERN GLAZIERS

2021

Nicely done, beef.
For dinner, you top
Des Moines most
wanted list.

BEEF
®

Iowa
Beef Indust r y
Council

When beef is on the table, you’ll find everyone
around it. Browse recipes, cuts and cooking
tips for this protein like no other at
BeefItsWhatsForDinner.com.

Vote for the

BEST EGG
APPETIZER
THE IOWA EGG COMMUNITY
PROUDLY SUPPORTS

THE IOWA
RESTAURANT
COMMUNITY

For each egg appetizer purchased
at participating restaurants during
restaurant week, the Iowa Egg Council
will donate one dozen eggs to the
Iowa Food Bank.

during 2021
Des Moines
Restaurant
Week!

We can’t wait
for you to taste
the creative egg
appetizer ideas!
Participating
restaurants and
voting details can
be found at
www.iowaegg.org

ON THE MENU

PANZANELLA SALAD
CENTRO
You know this downtown Italian bistro is part of George
Formaro and team’s Orchestrate Hospitality group. But
did you know Centro has had a new executive chef
running the show since February? Troy Deaton isn’t new
to the Formaro team, however. He’s worked his way up
in the kitchens at Django, Gateway Market and Malo, all
great experience, but Centro is a natural fit, Deaton
says: “Before my time at Orchestrate, the majority of my
career was based in Italian cuisine. My love for Italian
food has always remained.”
Deaton promises that Centro’s 2021 Restaurant Week
menu will showcase “a new side of Centro, especially for
those curious about vegan cuisine.” Look forward to
bold flavor profiles with a modern twist, such as
panzanella salad (pictured) with Za’atar (an earthy
North African spice blend), and South Union bakery
focaccia; and cauliflower risotto with mushrooms,
pesto and cashew cream sauce.

4
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RESTAURANT

WEEK 2021

10 DAYS OF DINING, AUG. 20-29

WRITER: KARLA WALSH
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

If you missed dining out over the past year, we have exciting news for you!
Restaurant Week is back, and you can score some remarkable deals and new,
seasonal dishes at 27 of our metro area’s best eateries. The cost is $30–$45 per
person for a three-course dinner and $15–$25 per person for lunch. Some
restaurants offer both meals and some just offer lunch or dinner, but all are
eager to host you and share their latest and greatest.
This taste bud tour is so big that we couldn’t contain Restaurant Week to just
seven days. To give you enough of a chance to try all of those on your “why
haven’t I been here yet?” list, we’ve designed it as 10 days of dining, Aug. 20–29.
For more details, visit DSMRestaurantWeek.com. Participating restaurants are
profiled in this section; they’re also listed on the website, where the complete
Restaurant Week menus will be added early in August.

ON THE COVER: ST. KILDA COLLECTIVE’S RESTAURANT WEEK MENU WILL INCLUDE A WOOD-GRILLED
NEW YORK STRIP WITH DIJON-HERB BUTTER, SERVED WITH PARMESAN-TRUFFLE FRIES.

DSMRESTAURANT WEEK.COM
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ON THE MENU

HUMMUS
ST KILDA COLLECTIVE
Although this year-old restaurant is housed inside a
renovated 1916 automobile showroom in Valley
Junction, it feels (and tastes) thoroughly modern. Swing
by for lunch during Restaurant Week for a pickle-brined
hot chicken sandwich with charred jalapeño ranch and
vinegar slaw. Or visit for dinner to snack on silky
hummus topped with pistachios and spicy pickled
cherries, or an heirloom tomato, stone fruit and burrata
salad that “screams summer,” says St. Kilda Collective
co-owner Whitney Hall. Then dive into steak frites, milkbraised lamb shank with butternut squash risotto (a
weekend feature that earned raves), or pea and
mushroom pasta carbonara.
For dessert? Oh-so-Iowa house-made sweet corn
ice cream atop a slice of chocolate cake. All of the
above use as many products from as many local farms
as possible.
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PARTICIPANTS

ALBA
524 E. Sixth St.; 515-244-0261
albadsm.com
Imagine diving into heavenly light gnocchi
and perfectly flowing chocolate lava cakes.
These classics are still available. But this
bistro finds savvy ways to mix things up,
such as their recently added steak-and-sides
section and a constantly expanding wine
list. Look for fan favorites plus new twists
on salmon, beef and pasta. See page 10 for
more on Alba’s 2021 plans.

BUBBA SOUTHERN COMFORTS
200 10th St.; 515-257-4744
BubbaDSM.com
Chris Diebel’s downtown locale is so
beautiful, you might want to cozy up on one
of the couches all night. But make your way
to a table in the dining room and you’ll be
rewarded with crab cakes, chicken-fried
steak or a po’boy sandwich. Save room for
Bourbon Bananas Foster or a classic Southern
pie. Check out the menu for one of the
largest selections of brown liquors in town.

AMERICANA RESTAURANT AND BAR
1312 Locust St.; 515-283-1312
americanadsm.com
Known best for brunch, Americana offers
much more than mimosas and omelets. The
lunch and dinner menus include comfort
foods with a twist, featuring options on the
lighter side (avocado wedge salad) and
indulgent (bacon-wrapped meatloaf).
Watch for a similar theme on their
Restaurant Week menu, and pair your order
with a classic cocktail.

CENTRO
1003 Locust St.; 515-248-1780
centrodesmoines.com
For just shy of two decades, chefrestaurateur George Formaro and his team
have been delivering consistent takes on
Italian-American food (massive meatballs,
wood-fired pizzas and more). Feeling fancy?
Take a look at the entrees spotlighting
Angus steak and seared scallops. See page 4
to check out what will be on the menu
during Restaurant Week.

APOSTO
644 18th St.; 515-244-1353
apostodm.com
It’s the place if you’re seeking a romantic
Mediterranean meal. Italian pastas, braises
and snacks star, although French, Latin and
other flavors sneak into chef Shawn
Bennigsdorf’s thoughtful recipes. Ask for a
table on the wraparound patio lined with
petunias that originated in the garden of
owner Tony Lemmo’s mom, Lou Ann. (Also,
a must-try is her mascarpone-frosted walnut
Italian wedding cake.)

CLYDE’S FINE DINER
111 E. Grand Ave., #111; 515-243-3686
clydesfinediner.com
Chef-owner Chris Hoffmann and his team
became total patty pros during the
pandemic, when they adjusted their concept
to be takeout-only burgers. Now those topnotch burgers (including their signature
double smash patty cheeseburger) join the
diner’s pre-pandemic faves and a mix of new
cozy yet classy comfort food dishes. Save
room for soft-serve!

AURA RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE
12851 University Ave., #400, Clive
515-225-6005
auradsm.com
In his latest addition to the Wasabi
Restaurant Group, Jay Wang offers global
fusion in a renovated setting complete with
a patio. Hop from Korea (Korean-fried
cauliflower) to Greece (a honey-lemon
vinaigrette-drizzled farro salad) to Mexico
(pulled pork carnitas tacos) at this newin-2021 bistro. If you like seafood, consider
adding a few oysters on the half shell to
your order.

DISTRICT 36 WINE BAR & GRILL
1375 S.W. Vintage Parkway, Ankeny
515-261-2502
district36winebar.com
Now part of Dave and Jean Thompson’s threelocation Urban Restaurant Group (see Urban
Grill and Urban Cellar, page 9), this Ankeny
grill creates American fare with an upgrade. A
basic BLT gets better with grilled salmon,
while beef tenderloin is stuffed with sausage
and caramelized onions, then wrapped in
bacon. Enjoy it outside on the patio.
DJANGO
1420 Locust St.; 515-288-0268
djangodesmoines.com
George Formaro and chef Derek Eidson
team up to offer their unique flair on all
things French. In addition to cheese and
charcuterie, the fried Brussels sprouts, and
plenty of vegan options, two dishes are
especially worth the trip: Moules Frites
(mussels and fries—splurge on the duck-fat
fried version) and the runny egg-crowned
Croque Madame.

EATERY A
2932 Ingersoll Ave.; 515-282-8085
eateryadsm.com
The wide-ranging Mediterranean lineup
offers something to please pretty much
every palate. Wood-fired cheese pizzas
satisfy pickier eaters, while the eclectic small
plates take spice inspiration from Spain,
Morocco, Egypt and Italy to impress the
more adventurous diners. Plus, happy hour
is still every day from 3 to 6 p.m.
FIREBIRDS WOOD FIRED GRILL
440 S. 68th St., West Des Moines
515-259-8540
west-des-moines.firebirdsrestaurants.com
Open for lunch and dinner daily and with
seating inside or out, this steakhouse is not
just about steak (although they do excel at
that!). The regular menu features lobster
spinach queso, seared tuna superfood salad,
chicken-bacon pasta, and Kobe beef
meatloaf. Expect similar dishes—for a
steal—during Restaurant Week.
FLAVORY BISTRO
1450 S.W. Vintage Parkway, Ankeny
515-443-7272
flavorybistro.com
You’ll feel the warm, familial vibes the
moment you set foot in this husband-andwife-helmed eatery. Beyond the friendly
welcome, paella, pitas and piled-high
platters of homemade Mediterranean
goodies await. The menu also includes
gyros, falafel, paninis and salads. The dishes
are designed and often whipped up by Lisa
Morales, who co-owns the bistro with her
husband, Hector.
FRANKA PIZZERIA
111 E. Grand Ave., #101; 515-288-1086
frankapizzeria.com
One of many elegant pandemic pivots in the
restaurant industry, the St. Kilda team
flipped their Surf & Turf restaurant into this
takeout-friendly but beautiful dine-in
Neapolitan pizza spot. The wood-fired
menu features fresh locally sourced
ingredients whenever possible,
supplemented by Italian imports. Pair your
pie with a salad or small plate, or try a
sandwich or calzone.

DSMRESTAURANT WEEK.COM
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ON THE MENU

APPLE, BACON AND
TALEGGIO GRILLED CHEESE
ON SOURDOUGH
TRELLIS
Chefs Lisa LaValle and Rebekah Kohl collaborate to
create many of the menu masterpieces at this lunch-only
cafe at the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden, and
Kohl took the lead on this luscious grown-up grilled
cheese. “Italian taleggio is a soft cheese that’s like a
fruity, funky sister of Brie. The sweet-tart apple and
meaty Berkwood apple-smoked bacon complement the
taleggio perfectly,” Kohl says.
Cap off your meal with a sweet treat courtesy of Nik
Pugmire, the pastry chef at Trellis’ sister brand Doré
Bakery: Ginger Panna Cotta with Blackberry and Apricot
Coulis. It’s “light, fresh and seasonal,” Pugmire says.
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HARBINGER
2724 Ingersoll Ave.; 515-244-1314
harbingerdsm.com
James Beard Award-nominated chef Joe
Tripp has been a harbinger himself of the
ever-diversifying and innovating food scene
in Iowa. His recently renovated Ingersoll hot
spot fuses local, seasonal components with
Southeast Asian flair inspired by his travels
to the area.
HoQ
303 E. Fifth St.; 515-244-1213
hoqtable.com
Farm-to-table can be found in fantastic form
at Suman and Cynthia Hoque’s airy
restaurant. The frequently shifting menu
showcases the farms and growers whose
organic or chemical-free produce appears
on your plate. Free-range chicken, grass-fed
beef and bison, and other carefully sourced
proteins, plus seafood and vegetarian
options, can often be found on the menu.
MALO
900 Mulberry St.; 515-244-5000
malodesmoines.com
Salsa over to the patio at Malo, another
venue under the George Formaro/
Orchestrate Management umbrella. The
Mexican cantina is best enjoyed with a
basket of chips and dip, a mojito or
margarita, and a platter of tacos, fajitas or
nachos. If you happen to have room after
the ample portions of all of the above,
finish with cherry-filled dessert empanadas.
MULBERRY STREET TAVERN
202 Sixth Ave.; 515-985-2066
Chef Marque Collins and team turn out
some surprising twists on classic American
fare. Mama’s meatballs become perfectly
seasoned lamb merguez meatballs with a
zippy cucumber, dill and yogurt salad. That
Sunday chicken dinner can be devoured in
super-succulent fashion (thanks to an
overnight brine) that only gets better when
paired with a vibrant, Peruvian-inspired Aji
amarillo sauce.
PURVEYOR
505 E. Grand Ave.; 515-280-1130
purveyordsm.com
Another Port of Des Moines property (see
Trellis), this East Village market is great for
more than grab-and-go pastries and wine.
From cheese boards and other light bites to
sandwiches on homemade bread and fresh
salads, you can make a meal out of the
goodies gathered here. Can’t miss are Doré
Bakery sweets, which include butterycrusted tarts and tasty cakes.

RANGE GRILL & GOLF
11865 Hickman Road, Urbandale
515-252-7500
rangedesmoines.com
Tee up a unique dinner experience at this
sports bar that feels straight out of a
country club. Beyond the golf simulators,
you’ll score above-par grill favorites. Some
have an eye toward nutrition (bison steak
bites, mountainous salads and lean elk
burgers), while others are right on path for
what you’d crave at a bar—just with a
slightly elevated twist (Wagyu beef flat-iron
steak with Parmesan risotto).
ST. KILDA CAFE AND BAKERY
300 S.W. Fifth St.; 515-369-7854
stkildadsm.com
All-star service, Instagrammable brunches
and great coffee have become the
trademarks of the bright, trendy cafe
helmed by Alex and Whitney Hall. The
character and chef Ken VanMilligen’s vibrant
recipes (truffle-topped country peas with
ricotta and a colorful Moroccan riff on
avocado toast) combine to make you feel
like you're in a major hub city, but you can
find it all downtown near Principal Park.
ST. KILDA COLLECTIVE
333 Fifth St., West Des Moines
515-705-2030
Step inside the airy dining room—Alex and
Whitney Hall’s most spacious venue yet—in
this historic district for some thoroughly
modern, beautifully plated food. Acting as
the bakery for the other St. Kilda properties,
a variety of homemade breads and pastries
star in dishes like the pistachio-topped
hummus with homemade pita. Swing by at
brunch or visit at dinner for small and large
plates. For a sneak peek at what they’ll
serve during Restaurant Week, see the cover
and page 6.
TRELLIS
909 Robert D. Ray Drive; 515-323-6288
dmbotanicalgarden.com
Matching its verdant backdrop at the
Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden, chef
Lisa LaValle, chef Rebekah Kohl and Doré
Bakery pastry ace Nik Pugmire sprout up a
new plant-inspired, seasonal menu each
month. The Port of Des Moines cafe isn’t
just about leafy greens, though. It has
entrees that will please everyone including
staunch vegetarians and meat-and-potato
lovers. See opposite page for a look at one
of their Restaurant Week offerings.

TROSTEL'S GREENBRIAR
RESTAURANT & BAR
5810 Merle Hay Road, Johnston
515-253-0124
greenbriartrostels.com
A favorite dining destination since 1987,
Greenbriar offers an experience to suit any
palate and any mood. With its inviting
ambiance, the restaurant’s expansive patio is
the perfect place to relax. Prefer fine dining?
Book a table in the elegant dining room.
Likewise, the menu is sure to please everyone
in your party, whether you order a classic
splurge-worthy dish (gunpowder-crusted
ribeye, pan-seared scallops) or more casual
fare, such as a thin-crust pizza or Boursin beef
slider. Also, be sure to check out the seasonal
specialties; a recent offering included smoked
salmon linguini with capers and cream sauce.
URBAN CELLAR
640 S. 50th St., West Des Moines
515-226-3230
urbancellarwdm.com
A newer member of the Urban Restaurant
Group (and a sibling to Urban Grill and
District 36), this cozy bistro offers an eclectic
mix of comfort food. Case in point: crab
Rangoon-flavored dip with wonton chips,
garlicky de Burgo sauce served atop chicken,
and a gumbo-inspired sausage and seafood
dish on a bed of pasta instead of rice.
URBAN GRILL
3651 86th St., Urbandale
515-278-1016
theurbangrilldm.com
You can feel the family-owned climate at
this Urbandale haunt, a relative of Urban
Cellar and District 36. The cozy, separate
dining spaces are decked out in mahogany
touches and tavern-like lighting, and the
kitchens’ creations will please those who
prefer American, Asian and Italian eats.
Work your way from appetizer (blackened
seafood quesadilla) to entree (cavatelli with
Graziano’s sausage) to dessert (candy bar
pie) on the regular menu for a flavor of
things to come during Restaurant Week.
WAHLBURGERS
7105 Mills Civic Parkway, #160,
West Des Moines
515-225-4885
wahlburgers.com/westdesmoines
New Kids on the Block fans aren’t the only
ones who think Wahlburgers, a fast-casual
chain owned by Donnie, Paul and Mark
Wahlburg, has the right stuff. Vegans swing
by the Jordan Creek-area spot for the
Impossible Burger, and kids appreciate the
grilled cheese sandwich made with
“government cheese,” a nod to the
Wahlberg brothers’ humble beginnings in
Dorchester, Massachusetts.

DSMRESTAURANT WEEK.COM
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ON THE MENU

GNOCCHI
ALBA
Something old and something new—that’s what you’ll
find on Alba’s Restaurant Week menu, thanks to recently
promoted executive chef Matt Small. This year’s lineup
includes a couple of fan favorites—the gnocchi (pictured)
and molten chocolate lava cake. “The gnocchi are little
seared pillows of soft, caramelized, cloud-like potatoes
and cheese coated in a rich but bright crème fraîche
sauce,” says general manager Garrett Dotsch. “And the
buttermilk ice cream-topped lava cake is overly rich and
indulgent with a super gooey filling and crisp edges.”
New to the scene: Small’s corn and roasted beet tostada
made with an heirloom variety of corn called conico azul
sourced from Oaxaca, Mexico. They make the tortilla
from kernel to masa, “which has unfortunately become
something of a lost art,” Small says.
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Scan for waterfront
dining ideas

B I R C H'S O N T H E L A K E | L O N G L A K E , M N
EXPLOREMINNESOTA.COM

Aposto is dedicated to making sure everything is right.
We are a one-of-a-kind destination devoted to modern
takes on classic Italian cuisine, located in historic
Sherman Hill.
644 18th Street • Des Moines
(515) 244-1353 • apostodm.com

APOSTO
C U R A T E D D I N N E R S at the S C A L A H O U S E

Mulberry Street Tavern’s open-hearth kitchen produces
tavern fare, hearty entrees, and the best burger in Des
Moines. Pair it with classic cocktails, eclectic wines and
local beers and it’s the ultimate dining destination.
206 6th Avenue • Des Moines
(515) 985-2066 • suretyhotel.com/food-and-drink

Range combines the atmospheres of a refined cocktail
bar and luxury dining experience that specializes in
prime proteins, signature house-made cocktails,
and an expansive bourbon selection.

Small plates to pass, Chef’s boards to impress, a
compelling wine list and fierce cocktails, Aura’s the hottest
new place to meet family and friends!

11865 Hickman Road • Urbandale
(515) 252-7500 • rangedesmoines.com

12851 University Avenue, Ste 400 • Clive
(515) 225-6005 • auradsm.com

A fine diner - the perfect mix of fine dining and the
neighborhood diner. Upscale American cuisine, craft
cocktails, great vinyl, and nice people!

Garrett Dotsch, general manager at Alba, elevates every
aspect of guests’ dining experience. With elegant dishes,
well-curated wine and cocktails and the tiniest details, he
eagerly invites you for a memorable visit.

111 E Grand Avenue, Suite 111 • Des Moines
(515) 243-3686 • clydesfinediner.com

524 E. Sixth Street • Des Moines
(515) 244-0261 • albadsm.com
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Let Pork
Surprise You
Proud to support the 2021
Des Moines Restaurant Week

iowapork.org

SUCCEED
DRIVEN TO HELP YOU

Running a restaurant is
more than just great food.
That’s why we’re here to support
you with great people, products
and service!
Contact us to learn what
we can deliver to you!

Cedar Rapids l 800.332.8170

DSMRESTAURANT WEEK.COM
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Chef Keith Johnson perfects simple dishes focused on
local, quality ingredients. In addition to specialty woodfired pizza, you’ll find hints of Spain, Morocco, Egypt and
Italy in our Mediterranean-inspired menu.

Chef Paul Wahlberg, along with brothers Mark and Donnie,
offer delicious family dishes with a chef-inspired twist.
Menu features include mouthwatering burgers, signature
Wahl Sauce, Wahl-Skillets, adult shakes & much more!

2932 Ingersoll Avenue • Des Moines
(515) 282-8085 • eateryadsm.com

Visit a local Wahlburgers or Wahlburgers at Hy-Vee today!

14th

wahlburgers.com

Anniversary

2021

AUGUST

Des Moines Restaurant Week is almost here, and if
you’re looking for a one-stop shop for everything you
need to know, head to dsmrestaurantweek.com to
plan your wonderful week of Des Moines dining.

THROUGHOUT GREATER DES MOINES

The website also features links to menus, contest and
prize information, videos and much more. We’ll see
you around town!

20-29, 2021
14 DSM RESTAURANT WEEK 2021

Fine Wine
Great Cocktails
Friendly People
Rich History

Opening August 2021
321 East Walnut Street | East Village

PROUD TO BE A SPONSOR OF RESTAURANT WEEK

Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits of Iowa
4377 112th St, Urbandale | 515.252.7173 | jfoster@sgws.com
DSMRESTAURANT WEEK.COM
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THE WORLD'S MOST

AWARD-WINNING
DISTILLERY
In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by early
American pioneers. On the spot where the buffalo
migration route crossed the Kentucky river, this National
Historic Landmark has been making legendary bourbon
whiskey for over 200 years. Today, Buffalo Trace crafts the
best collection of bourbons and whiskies in the world by
honoring tradition and embracing change.

Distilled and bottled by Buffalo Trace Distillery, Frankfort, KY. Alcohol by
volume varies by product. www.buffalotracedistillery.com.
1-800-654-8471. Please Drink Responsibly.

Helping you through all
of life’s transitions,
big or small

Now that’s a bacon cheeseburger.

4549 Delaware
Des Moines, IA
515-265-8161
www.lintvanlines.com
Des Moines • Ames • Ankeny • Altoona •
Urbandale • West Des Moines • Waukee

BUILD IT • S E LL IT/ BU Y IT • DES IGN IT

For more real estate visionaries, check out our dsm Dream It Do It section.
dsmmagazine.com/dsmhome-dreamitdoitguide/

REMODEL IT • REFRESH IT • L ANDSCAPE IT

DSMRESTAURANT WEEK.COM
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Createparadise
paradiseright
rightfrom
from
Create
yourown
ownbackyard!
backyard!Bask
Baskinin
your
thewarm
warmsummer
summernights
nights
the
andenjoy
enjoyyour
youroutdoor
outdoor
and
spacewith
withpatio
patiofurniture
furniture
space
from
fromHomemakers.
Homemakers.

515-276-2772
515-276-2772 • • 1-888-818-7283
1-888-818-7283
10215
10215Douglas
DouglasAve
Ave • • Urbandale,
Urbandale,Iowa
Iowa50322
50322
Homemakers.com
Homemakers.com

White walls, floors and furniture let
the homeowners’ colorful artwork and
accessories steal the show.
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Color Cues

A south-side townhome mixes bright colors and neutrals
along with old treasures and new finds.
WRITER: MISSY KEENAN
PHOTOGRAPHERS: DOUG SMITH AND DUANE TINKEY
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W

hen interior designer Rosalie
Gallagher’s clients retired and
were ready to move into their
new south-side Des Moines
townhome, they had collected
a lifetime of treasures.
Gallagher helped the couple

combine their cherished possessions—including family
heirlooms, handcrafted furniture and travel memorabilia—

with a few new gems. The result is a comfortable space
personalized for the owners’ tastes and interests.
In the large living room, a multicolored hand-woven
English rug was the initial investment and the genesis for
the design. White walls and trim, marble floors, and
furniture including a new sectional enabled the colorful rug
and the couple’s art collection to pop.
“The couch and chairs are so comfortable,” says the
homeowner, who did not want to be named for this article.
“And we love the rug that’s like a piece of art on the floor.
When we saw the new rug with our art, we were happy with
how great it all looks together.”
A red lacquer Chinese low chest as well as pillows
made from colorful fabric add more personality and texture
to the room. The pillows were Gallagher’s personal

Flanked by a wall of windows, this table is a great spot for

contribution, made from the stash of hand-woven textiles

putting together puzzles—a new hobby the couple started

she brought back from India 15 years ago.

during the past year.

On the far end of the large living room is a walnut

Adjacent to the living room, the dining area features

table built by the husband before the couple married.

another treasured table—an antique Basque dining table

Gallagher helped bring in another fun pop of color by

the couple purchased during a 1995 trip to London. The

surrounding the table with bright red polymer chairs.

table, which the couple obtained after they married, seats

Above: The husband made this walnut table
before they were married. Now more than
25 years later, it’s the perfect spot for putting
together puzzles.
Right: The Basque antique dining table was
purchased on a trip to London when the
homeowners were newlyweds.
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Left: The cozy library reminds the
homeowners of hotel bars they’ve enjoyed
around the world.
Below: At the end of a colorful hallway rug,
the chenille-covered Chesterfield sofa is a
compelling destination.

up to 14 people, perfect for family dinners with their adult

Chesterfield sofa and chairs invite sinking in with a good

children and grandchildren.

book and a glass of wine. Floor-to-ceiling bookcases

As in the rest of their home, the dining room is a fusion

display favorite novels and special pieces including an old

of old and new, mixing the antique table with a large

balance scale, a nod to both homeowners’ careers spent in

contemporary chandelier and black-and-white fabric-

university science labs.

covered chairs.
Contrasting the home’s large open living and dining

“We love the whole space,” the homeowner says. “It
has a contemporary feel, and a coziness, too. We

spaces is a library fashioned after the cozy hotel bars the

appreciate that Rosalie helped us mix old and new pieces

couple like to visit on their travels. A chenille-covered

for a combination of our tastes and the things we love.” ■
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Thank you
Greater Des Moines
for a wonderful
100 years.
We look forward to another
century of serving your home
building and remodeling needs.

LEACHMAN LUMBER. Where there’s a material difference.
Lumber | Design Services | Windows + Doors | Siding | Free Estimates

1921 Hubbell Avenue | Des Moines | 515.265.1621 | leachmanlumber.com

E

ven in an era when voices have
been muffled behind masks and
people with megaphones have been
threatened with teargas, our urge to

connect with each other through storytelling
has persisted. Essential to the human
experience since before the dawn of humanity
(research on the evolutionary history of our
primate ancestor Oreopithecus bambolii
points to storytelling as a key survival skill of
the species), storytelling is our way of making
sense of the world—and of ourselves.
Diverse storytelling traditions and
cultures across continents and ages have
helped shape societies. From Chinese
Pingshu to Cicero’s canons of rhetoric to the
griot musicians and social commentators of
Western Africa, storytelling styles define and
reinforce that community’s values.
For most of history, the role of storyteller
was reserved for a select few. Now, even
coffee mugs are encouraging the average Joe
to #shareyourstory. What’s driving this current
wave of self-disclosure? Perhaps the
mainstreaming of vulnerability-as-an-asset
through the work of thinkers like Dr. Brené
Brown, whose TED talks and books encourage
embracing the risk of emotional exposure. Or
the popularity of accounts like @humansofny
that capture snippets of humanity within a
caption’s length. Or a mass awakening to the
power in claiming your voice and presenting it
across any number of platforms.
On the following pages, meet four
Des Moines experts working to help
showcase the stories of individuals in our
community and beyond.
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VOICES
CARRY

FOUR DES MOINES
STORYTELLERS
WITH DISTINCT
STYLES ELEVATE
COMMUNITY VALUES.
WRITER: BRIANNE SANCHEZ
PHOTOGRAPHER: JANAE GRAY

For DK Imamu Akatchi, body alignment
is about the flow of energy and
movement. Here, he’s captured at
Barnum Factory proving that any space
can unveil and unleash an inner spirit.
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“I realized when I changed my
own narrative, it changed
my reality,” says hip-hop artist
DK Imamu Atatchi. That narrative
incorporates a shift from being
the lonely child of addicts to
a growing appreciation for
indigenous wisdom.
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–
THE HYPE MAN
DEAN MICHAEL KELLY AKA DK IMAMU AKATCHI

H

ip-hop is at the heart of DK Imamu

them know: I get it, this system has failed me. And we’re

Akatchi’s approach to storytelling.

going to create something new for you so that system

“I like to consider myself as a hip-hop
American instead of an African American;
the translation of ‘hip’ being aware and
‘hop’ being a movement,” says DK, a

doesn’t continue to fail us.”
He’s inspired by other youth-serving organizations like
ArtForce Iowa, Hip-Hope, Movement 515 and ASAP. “I’m
like, ‘Where the heck were you at when I was trying to

26-year-old performing artist who was named an inaugural

develop?’ ” DK says. “I didn’t get the opportunity to be a

Iowa Creative Incubator Fellow by Mainframe Studios. “It’s

part of any of those programs.”

about taking things from different cultures and mixing it in
one pot and making it fresh and making it dope.”
As a youth, DK struggled in school but appreciated the

DK’s personal narrative incorporates a shift from being
the lonely child of (now recovering) addicts through a
growing appreciation for indigenous wisdom. He saved up

artistic approach allowed at Walnut Creek Campus, West

for an intensive experience at Tom Brown Jr.’s Tracker

Des Moines’ alternative high school. He graduated a year

School in the New Jersey wilderness. Taking the initiative

late but eventually was able to earn a diploma by

to apply himself at survival school was a turning point.

connecting his artistic ambitions to the curriculum.
“My safety was writing raps and writing songs,” he says.
“I wanted to write better songs, so I had to read. I realized
when I changed my own narrative, it changed my reality.”
DK plans to empower a new generation through
“Writing History,” a youth voice initiative that emerged from
a community-based mixtape that Station One Records

“It was a powerful moment to have done that work,”
DK says. “I made my first fire with a bow drill; that feeling
of being able to create something with my own hands. I
cried. I was seeing the benefits of taking your time. Being
patient. That’s where I found the healing.”
Now, in the spirit of hip-hop, he blends lessons from
his outdoor education into work as a private kung fu

commissioned DK to create. He worked with Emmett

instructor, in agriculture working at Rainbow Lake organic

Phillips, a teaching artist and youth navigator at Oakridge

farm, as a father to a toddler son, and in his work as an

Neighborhood Services, to create a youth-led track and

artist, activist and educator. Opportunities like his

music video. “Success Is My Protest,” released in October,

fellowships through Mainframe and the New Leaders

is a response to the racial justice uprisings that took place

Council have helped him pair his creativity and imagination

last summer.

with business and organizing skills.

“I’ve always known, especially since I came from the

“All of these different things are what the core of hip-

same background, that kids know a lot” about what’s going

hop is about,” DK says. “It’s not a genre but a culture and

on around them, DK says. “I sit and I meet them where

spirituality. It is diverse.”

they’re at. They appreciate me being real with them. … I let
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–
THE CONFESSOR
JAMI MILNE

I

ntimacy and its imagery fuel Jami Milne’s “Creative

As Milne cradles the camera, she prompts her

Confessional,” a one-on-one storytelling experience

subjects to explore questions of her choosing and

that blurs the lines between private and public disclosure,

encourages them not to hold back. Engaged in

between psychotherapy and performance art.

compassionate conversation, Milne’s participants relax into

Milne launched the concept at Witching Hour, an
Iowa City creativity festival, in 2017. She was invited

their characteristic mannerisms and expressions. She
clicks the shutter sporadically, freezing moments of self-

to shoot pop-up portrait sessions and knew she didn’t

discovery. This is portraiture without posing, and the

want to offer yet another photo booth with silly props or

resulting images sing with authenticity (see following page).

a wild backdrop.
“I was trying to figure out, how could we disrupt this

In asking questions, Milne draws on her previous work
in strategic development in the advertising industry.

staged thing?” says the 41-year-old Milne, the creative

Through that experience, she says she learned to question

director for Ballet Des Moines. “Because it was a festival

perceptions and dig for insights, which for this project

for artists, I wanted to serve that community in some way.

“allows me to wander along with the person in the bubble,”

And so I had this idea: At least for me, as an artist, there

Mine says. She hopes her interview style inspires her

are so many things I think to do and I don’t do them. Or

participants to continue self-exploration.

there are things holding me back. Or, there are things I

Milne has since taken the Creative Confessional to

wish I could just get off my chest. And I thought, how

conferences like Entrefest in Kansas City, Missouri, and Alt

incredible to have a confession booth?”
Her set is simple: a clear geodesic dome and two

Summit in Palm Springs, California. She had planned to
expand the project last year but the pandemic stymied

facing chairs, a rug, and a couple of end tables that she

those ambitions. Even in this quiet year, though, the stories

now knows to outfit with tissues. Unlike a confessional in

are beginning to circle back. A woman she photographed

the Catholic tradition, which is a private experience that

at the first Creative Confessional in Iowa City who planned

places a barrier between the sinner and priest, Milne’s

to check herself into rehab the following day recently told

nearly open-air arrangement invites transparency. Enough

Milne she’s been clean for three years and requested a new

can be seen to intrigue an audience, but background music

portrait session, now that her life is different.

grounds the bubble and creates an extra barrier from the
outside environment.
She realized “that what I actually was trying to create
for artists was a safe place to share,” Milne says. “I didn’t
want a closed atmosphere of ‘you should feel guilty.’ …
Artists don’t make something because they don’t have the
tools. They don’t make something because they have an
emotional block that won’t allow them to create.”
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Bearing witness to these raw moments creates a
sense of responsibility for Milne, who makes decisions on
which elements of a story to seize and where to pause.
“Sometimes with the camera, I continue shooting, and
sometimes I know, ‘I should not capture this,’ ” Milne says.
“I know how beautiful the imagery is, but this story doesn’t
belong to me.”

Public and yet private, Jami Milne blurs the lines of a traditional
confessional by combining emotional vulnerability with a public space.
Her subject’s self-discovery is captured authentically in the moment.
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Creative Confessional
Photographer and storyteller
Jami Milne focuses on her
subjects’ emotions and body
language as they reveal
their truth. She spends 30 to
40 minutes with each person,
capturing private moments in
a public space.
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Photographed at Grand View
University’s Viking Theatre,
where her live events take
place, Teresa Zilk reflects on
the soulful and intentional
storytelling experience created
for women of color.
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–
THE SOUL SEEKER
TERESA ZILK

W

hen women take the stage in

Those formative experiences inspired Zilk to pursue a

Teresa Zilk’s “Stories to Tell My

degree in mass communications at Grand View. Early roles

Daughter” live storytelling events,

as a news assistant and in nonprofit communications

they’re both acting out a dream

helped her to get comfortable with the technical aspects of

and living out a tradition.

storytelling and interviewing. She’s continued to seek out

The idea for the project

learning experiences, including storytelling classes at

stemmed from a dream Zilk had in 2011: “I was at what

Second City in Chicago, and now hosts workshops of her

I would describe as a library and there was this huge book

own in addition to her day job as a media specialist for

at a table and there were all these women coming up to me.

COVID Recovery Iowa.

[There was] a crowd of forms with one jumping up and

Zilk puts listening first in her approach as a guide for

raising their hand—and it was this project. … I specifically

her speakers. “At the heart of any story is the storyteller,”

wanted to create a space for Black women and women of

Zilk says. She encourages the women she works with to tell

color to tell their own story, own their own story, and feel

their stories to her as they would to a friend. In addition,

safe doing so.”

she provides support on the structure of the narrative

Her dream first came to fruition in March 2018 with a
sold-out show at the Thoreau Center. Several others
followed as audiences grew, and an event at Grand View
University was scheduled just as the pandemic hit. Zilk

while noting their postures and how they physically embody
their stories.
“I care about the soul of the storyteller,” Zilk says.
“I care about the way they have carried that experience. I

hosted a panel via Zoom this February and hopes to

feel like my job is to help them to deliver that—to set up

showcase the speakers planned for last spring this July.

space for them and then get out of the way.”

“Every storytelling experience that I’ve done, I’ve
always dedicated it to the women in my life who raised me,”

Speakers explore deeply personal topics: rape, the
loss of a child, illness, immigration, a brush with the

the 47-year-old Zilk says. Growing up in Arkansas, she

supernatural. For Zilk, these are healing stories that

recalls eavesdropping on her elders as an early initiation

characterize what it is to be strong and resilient. The

into the oral storytelling tradition. She sees storytelling as a

spotlight encourages women to stand in their power.

way of passing down wisdom.
“[Family friends] Miss Ines and Miss Amy had a porch

“During this time of social and political upheaval and
reset that we’re in, I think it is really, really important that

swing and maybe they would get a bowl of beans that I could

we listen to stories because stories are how we teach and

snap to keep me busy and they would talk. I liked listening

learn empathy,” Zilk says. “The power of being able to

to stories,” she says. Zilk was the daughter of a teenage

listen to someone else’s story and being able to resonate

mom, and Ines, who would regularly get together with

with a piece of that story and find yourself in that story—

neighbor friends like Amy, was a stand-in mother figure.

I believe that we need more of that.”
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–
THE COACH
ERIK DOMINGUEZ

“M

y primary goal when I started my

message is,” Dominguez says. “I’m in the business of

career in speech and debate was

personal and professional transformation through your

getting competitors to win,” says

communication. What I do that is different than most is

professional speaking coach Erik

I get into the messiness of being a human being [and ask]

Dominguez. And his high school

how do we make those complexities and messiness clear

students did, taking home

to an audience?”

championships and building up bragging rights across the
country.

But as the accolades accumulated, Dominguez

A stage can be an audience of one or an audience of
a thousand. The mechanics of storytelling might be taught
in a rhetoric course or a group like Toastmasters. And

says, his personal life was falling apart. He was abusing

Dominguez says emotional experiences that fuel personal

alcohol and quick to anger. His relationships suffered.

narratives are best worked through with a therapist before

He was miserable.

they become valuable fodder for telling more broadly.

“It wasn’t until I started realizing that my own story
was flawed” that he started to shift his approach,

“You don’t want to publicly share a story that isn’t
complete,” like a still-in-process divorce or a recent trauma,

Dominguez says. “I did not have a focused idea of who I

he says. “When you step onto a stage and share a story

was. That was when things started breaking down for me.”

that is emotional, you are not serving the audience—you’re

Dominguez, 43, asked himself the same question he
now asks his clients: What is the story you want to share
with the world?
Getting curious about the stories we tell ourselves to

dumping.”
Dominguez sees danger in a culture that empowers
personal storytelling without providing the resources and
time for people to train themselves in communication

create the world around us and the stories we are telling

capacities, especially leaders whose careers call on them

about others is the first step in a process that Dominguez

to inspire employees and clients.

sees as both the art and science of storytelling. He
launched his business, Speak Up Stories, in 2020 to help
people channel their voices more effectively.
“There’s very little space to refine your personal story,
to powerfully communicate who I am and what my
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“When you improve your communication, everything
around you becomes healthier,” Dominguez says.
“When we are seen and heard, we are much more powerful
in our lives.”

■

Erik Dominguez, photographed at
Barnum Factory, talks about the
importance of finding your voice and
sharing your story with confidence.
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ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
(Data from National Student Clearinghouse in March 2021)

4.5%

Spring 2021’s
undergraduate
enrollment had an
average decline of
4.5% compared with
2020’s 0.9% decline.

3.3%

9.5%

Public
four-year
institution
enrollment
declined by 3.3%
from spring 2020
to spring 2021.

3.9%

Private for-profit four-year institution
enrollment increased by 3.9% from
spring 2020 to spring 2021.

Community
college enrollment
decreased
by 9.5% from
spring 2020 to
spring 2021.

4.3%

Graduate program enrollment was
up 4.3% in spring 2021 compared
with 1.5% in spring 2020.

7% INCREASE

Institutions with primarily online instruction saw a
7% increase in fall 2020 and spring 2021, compared with 5% in spring 2020.

DISTANCE LEARNING
(Data from Inside Higher Ed’s 2021 Survey of College
and University Presidents)

79%

79% of presidents said
their institutions are
either very or somewhat
likely to reassess the
long-term mix of
in-person versus virtual
education offered.

47%

23% 44%
23% said they
would reduce
the institution’s
physical
footprint.

44% of presidents
see the pandemic
as an opportunity
to “transform their
institution.”

Fewer than half of presidents (47%) think the pandemic will cause a longterm shift away from residential education and toward virtual learning.

STARTING
THIS FALL
Returning to

In-Person
Learning!

Classes start
August 25.
to DMACC

Get started today at
DMACC.EDU/APPLY

ANKENY • BOONE • CARROLL • NEWTON
URBAN/DES MOINES • WEST DES MOINES
AMES HUNZIKER CENTER CAREER ACADEMY | CAPITOL CENTER | EVELYN K. DAVIS CENTER FOR WORKING FAMILIES
PERRY VANKIRK CAREER ACADEMY | SOUTHRIDGE CENTER | TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTE
Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC) shall not engage in nor allow discrimination covered by law against any
person, group or organization. This includes in its programs, activities, employment practices, hiring practices or the
provision of services. The full DMACC Nondiscrimination policy is available online at nd.dmacc.edu. 13882-5-21-A

DMACC.EDU | 800-362-2127 |
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pandemic has, for the better,
“The
forced us to put the health and

safety of our students and faculty
at the forefront.”
Tim Tesar, advancement officer at Drake University

and safety remain essential in our ongoing efforts, augmented
by the strong desire to have all students properly vaccinated.”
Des Moines Area Community College and Drake
University did the same, going full online for the last few
months of the spring semester and introducing hybrid options
in fall 2020. In Cedar Falls, the University of Northern Iowa
offered a “high level of in-person classes” in the spring, says
Cassie Mathes, UNI’s director of university relations.
“Many classes were moved to larger rooms to allow
students to spread out,” she says. “Some courses were
structured with a hybrid format. And larger classes were

GOING THE DISTANCE

taught online. We also ensure students, faculty and staff wear
face coverings while on campus.”
Going forward, colleges will likely become much more

2020 was one of the most difficult years in decades for higher

flexible in how they offer classes. According to Inside Higher

education institutions. When the pandemic hit in March, much

Ed’s 2021 Survey of College and University Presidents, 79%

of learning went online, putting a strain on the existing in-

of presidents said their institutions are very or somewhat

person infrastructure for both students and faculty.

likely to reassess the long-term mix of in-person versus virtual

According to a Chronicle of Higher Education survey of
3,000 colleges in October 2020, 10% of colleges were fully

education offered.
“The pandemic has, for the better, forced us to put the

online and 34% were primarily online. Iowa’s higher education

health and safety of our students and faculty at the forefront,”

institutions were in the same sort of limbo, with some in-

says Tim Tesar, advancement officer at Drake University.*

person and virtual options.

“Most colleges are now offering online and hybrid options

That created challenges for local colleges, like Des Moines
University. At a health sciences institution like DMU, hands-on
learning opportunities, like clinicals, labs and more, are critical

for students to complete their coursework, and I think you’ll
continue to see that going forward.”
These changes will vary by institution. And that could

to learning. In spring 2020, the college initially went virtual

mean more opportunities for students. Franklin says with an

full time. But as the months passed and more resources

increase in remote learning, students who may not be able

became available, leaders shifted priority to holding safe

to attend school or can’t afford to relocate can now “pursue

in-person learning.

more options in higher education from their homes.”

“Given the obvious need for in-person, hands-on training in

“Not every solution will alter the education landscape

the health sciences, with clinical experiences being paramount

forever, but some of the changes — from evolving curriculum

to training, the priority shifted to properly outfitting those

to increased access with new digital tools — could have long-

students with [personal protection equipment] so that they could

term potential to do just that,” Franklin says.

safely engage in their learning environments,” says Dr. Angela
Franklin, president and CEO of Des Moines University. “Health

*Tim Tesar’s opinions are his own, and not those of Drake University.
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COLLEGE GUIDE

GRINNELL COLLEGE
Q: WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM OTHER IOWA COLLEGES AND

Q: WHY SHOULD STUDENTS CONSIDER YOUR ORGANIZATION

UNIVERSITIES?

FOR THEIR POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION?

A: Grinnell’s individually advised curriculum allows students to design

A: Grinnell’s community – with students from 48 states and 44

their own academic journey. With just two required classes outside

countries – isn’t just a welcoming place to spend four years. It’s an

the major, more than 500 course offerings, and no general education

essential part of our students’ education. With our rich global learning

requirements or core curriculum, students can pursue their passions

opportunities, students use their academic interests to thrive in settings

with purpose. Faculty, residence, and career advisers will help guide

all over the world. In fact, every Grinnellian has access to study, work,

them from day one.

and experiences in more than 30 countries.

Q: WHAT BENEFITS DO YOU HAVE FOR INCOMING STUDENTS?

Q: WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR INCOMING STUDENTS?

A: From students’ first day on campus, advisers from the Center for

A: Your college education can unlock experiences you’ve never

Careers, Life, and Service will help them discover their passions and find

imagined. At Grinnell you’ll find opportunities to think creatively and

service opportunities, internships, and externships that allow them to

critically at every turn. So step into a community of change-makers and

make a real difference now – and go forth from Grinnell with confidence.

solution-seekers that will prepare you for an ever-changing world and
whatever it sends your way.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

are all
“We
living through

completely new
and unexpected
conditions. We
must all keep
open, positive
minds with a focus
on the promise of
full recovery.”

Dr. Angela Franklin, president and
CEO of Des Moines University

WHERE DOES HIGHER
EDUCATION GO FROM HERE?
Tesar* believes there are two trends emerging in higher

to double down on fundraising efforts but also be creative

education as the pandemic starts to ease: one around the

and innovative with programming and how they serve

persona of today’s student and another around finances.

communities. That could mean catering to nontraditional

Students over the past 10 years have been under
enormous stress to succeed, Tesar says. That has led to
mental health issues, fatigue and anxiety. It was only made
worse by the pandemic and distance learning.
Tesar says higher education institutions should encourage
students to take time for themselves — “to explore, create,
form meaningful relationships, and discover their personal and
professional passions.”
“College is a unique time in one’s life to pause, reflect

college-aged students, like continuing education and other
non-degree-seeking programs.
With regard to the future of distance learning, Mathes
says UNI is preparing for more students to choose virtual
options. They have become much more comfortable with
learning and working remotely.
“While we have offered online programs for years, the
pandemic created a major shift in learning and work from
home,” Mathes says.

and ask yourself what impact you want to have on the world,”

For leaders, the pandemic has emphasized the

he says. “Unfortunately, I think there’s so much pressure put

importance of listening and facilitating conversations with

on students to be everything to everyone that it’s difficult to

the student base. Franklin says she learned to be “open to

obtain that higher level of nirvana.”

thinking differently than ever before.” Communication will be

In 2020, Moody’s Investor Service found that 75% of
private colleges and 60% of public universities expected a

crucial going forward — for everyone.
“We are all living through completely new and unexpected

net tuition drop in fiscal year 2021, with much of the downturn

conditions,” Franklin says. “We must all keep open, positive

attributed to increased financial aid and pandemic-driven

minds with a focus on the promise of full recovery.”

enrollment decreases.
Tesar says these higher education institutions will have

*Tim Tesar’s opinions are his own, and not those of Drake University.
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA

Q: WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM OTHER IOWA COLLEGES

Q: HOW ARE YOU MANAGING THE OUTBREAK OF COVID-19

AND UNIVERSITIES?

AND PLANNING FOR THE YEAR AHEAD?

A: The first letter says it all. UNI is about you. The University of

A: Keeping our Panther community safe is our priority. Wearing masks,

Northern Iowa exists to help you achieve more than you ever imagined.

physically distancing, hand washing, reporting symptoms via Panther

From the president to our professors to your peers, everyone is here to

Health survey and testing have been vital. Throughout this, students,

help transform your potential into your superpower.

faculty and staff have kept the strong friendships and personal

Q: WHY SHOULD STUDENTS CONSIDER YOUR ORGANIZATION
FOR THEIR POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION?

relationships our community is known for. This fall, we plan to safely
return to in-person classes and activities.

A: Everything we do is to help you succeed. A four-year education

Q: WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR INCOMING STUDENTS?

should be accessible to anyone, so we’ve worked to remain one of

A: 160+ UNI majors, minors and areas of study are just the starting

the most affordable universities in the Midwest. UNI puts your needs,

point. Here, learning is an activity, not a passivity. Embrace every

interests and career goals before all else, which is why professors, not

opportunity. Join a student club, publish undergraduate research,

grad assistants, teach 97% of our classes.

explore our welcoming and inclusive community. Doing so will take you
further than you ever imagined.

www.uni.edu
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COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES IN IOWA
PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES

Clarke University, Dubuque

University of Iowa, Iowa City

Coe College, Cedar Rapids

Iowa State University, Ames

Cornell College, Mount Vernon

University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls

Des Moines University, Des Moines
Divine Word College, Epworth

PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Dordt University, Sioux Center

Clinton Community College, Clinton

Drake University, Des Moines

Des Moines Area Community College, Ankeny

Emmaus Bible College, Dubuque

Eastern Iowa Community Colleges, Davenport

Faith Baptist Bible College and Theological Seminary, Ankeny

Ellsworth Community College, Iowa Falls

Graceland University, Lamoni

Hawkeye Community College, Waterloo

Grand View University, Des Moines

Indian Hills Community College, Ottumwa

Grinnell College, Grinnell

Iowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge

Hamilton Technical College, Davenport

Iowa Lakes Community College, Estherville

Iowa Wesleyan University, Mount Pleasant

Iowa Western Community College, Council Bluffs

Loras College, Dubuque

Kirkwood Community College, Cedar Rapids

Luther College, Decorah

Marshalltown Community College, Marshalltown

Maharishi University of Management, Fairfield

Muscatine Community College, Muscatine

Mercy College of Health Sciences, Des Moines

North Iowa Area Community College, Mason City

Morningside College, Sioux City

Northeast Iowa Community College, Calmar

Mount Mercy University, Cedar Rapids

Northwest Iowa Community College, Sheldon

Northwestern College, Orange City

Scott Community College, Bettendorf

Palmer College of Chiropractic, Davenport

Southeastern Community College, West Burlington

Simpson College, Indianola

Southwestern Community College, Creston

St. Ambrose University, Davenport

Western Iowa Tech Community College, Sioux City

St. Luke’s College, Sioux City
University of Dubuque, Dubuque

PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Upper Iowa University, Fayette

Allen College, Waterloo

Waldorf University, Forest City

Briar Cliff University, Sioux City

Wartburg College, Waverly

Buena Vista University, Storm Lake

Wartburg Theological Seminary, Dubuque

Central College, Pella

William Penn University, Oskaloosa

Business Publications Corporation would like to thank all Iowa Stops Hunger sponsors and
Corporate Challenge participants throughout Iowa. Together, we are working toward:
•

Creating ongoing awareness of hunger/food insecurity in Iowa.

•

Educating Iowans about hunger/food insecurity and related organizations and resources.

•

Inspiring and equipping businesses and individuals to take action to stop hunger in Iowa.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: www.iowastopshunger.com
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GLOBAL
FLAVORS
WITH A WEALTH OF INTERNATIONAL
GROCERY STORES THROUGHOUT
THE CITY, YOU CAN SHOP FOR FOODS
FROM AFRICA, THE MIDDLE EAST
AND MORE IN A SINGLE DAY.
WRITER: LIHN TA
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

LA TAPATIA

As ambitious home cooks try to prepare the global cuisines
they love, ingredient options at standard grocery stores may fall
short for those al pastor or pho attempts.
But fear not—Des Moines’ international grocery stores not
only have the ingredients you need, but they’re also helmed by
knowledgeable local owners.
Want to make a Laotian larb salad, coupled with a Middle
East couscous wrap? Go right ahead—and finish it off with
some locally made tiramisu while you’re at it.
Before you turn to online ordering, explore an international
grocery store instead. Here’s our list of some of the best spots,
with owners who are willing to help you shop.
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LA TAPATIA

HILAL GROCERIES

This 14,000-plus-square-foot Mexican

Established in the Drake neighborhood

grocery store has everything you need,

in 2001, Hilal sells a selection of Middle

and then some. When you walk inside,

Eastern goods, as well as African,

you’re immediately met with vibrant

Arabian, Pakistani and Indian groceries.

colors of children’s piñatas, the produce
aisle and rainbow cakes.
Want some fluffy pan dulce, aka

If you’re trying to cook a Middle
Eastern dish or you just want to try
something new, the employees are

delicious Mexican sweet bread? They’ve

helpful and eager to introduce you to

got it fresh. Want to up your quesadilla

your new favorite items. When I was

game? Head over to the dairy section

looking for a dessert, the employee

and pick up some Oaxaca cheese.

I spoke with was more than happy to

If you can’t make it to their flagship
store, there are also smaller offshoots at
3504 Merle Hay Road, 4007 S.E.
13th St. and 1606 Sixth Ave.

make some suggestions and describe
the different cookies and baked treats.
Favorite find: I picked up some pistachio
halva, and now it’s a favorite dessert.

Favorite find: A spicy breaded chicken

I smear the sweet pistachio spread on

breast called milanesa de pollo. I picked

some toast for a post-dinner treat.

up a pound from the meat counter and
cooked it in my air fryer that night.
The thinly pounded chicken was crispy
and addictive, with just enough spice
that I didn’t have to do anything further
for seasoning.
Also check out: The extensive bakery
selection. The tres leches cakes are as

Also check out: The vast spice selection.
If you’re looking to add some heat to
your dishes, pick up a bottle of Mitin
Shiro, an Ethiopian spice blend. Cooking
curry? Get some garam masala.
(1163 25th St.; facebook.com/
hilalgroceries/)

beautiful as they are moist and sweet.
(1440 Des Moines St.; facebook.com/
La-Tapatia-Grocery/)
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ADDITIONAL GLOBAL GROCERY
STORES TO CHECK OUT:
TRUSTY AFRICAN MARKET
If you’re looking for specialty
ingredients from western African
countries such as Nigeria or Liberia,
this is the place to go. The store,
which opened in the Apple Valley
retail center in December 2018, also
sells cosmetics and apparel. The
colorful clothing selection and vibrant
prints alone are worth the trip.
(7221 Apple Valley, Windsor Heights;
facebook.com/Trusty-African-Market)
NEW ORIENTAL FOOD STORE
This East Village staple is easy to get
in and out of when you’re shopping
for Chinese, Japanese and Korean
ingredients and foods, including
sauces, seasonal produce, seafood,
teas and spices. If you’re in the area,
grab a box of red bean ice pops or
just admire the outdoor plant
collection in the warmer months.
(515 E. Grand Ave.;
neworientalfoodstore.business.site)
LA MICHOCANA
Located in Valley Junction, this
840-square-foot store not only sells
Mexican groceries, but hot foods as
well. Not sure what you need for your
dinner party? The friendly store
workers will help you pick some
ingredients or cook you some
tamales—just in case.
(433 Fifth St., West Des Moines;
la-michoacana-west-des-moines.
edan.io)

C FRESH MARKET

60TH MARKET

This popular Eastern Asian grocery

Want a taste of the Mediterranean from

store just north of downtown sells

countries like Egypt or Iraq? 60th

specialized ingredients from countries

Market specializes in foods like whole

such as China, Vietnam, Japan and

halal chicken, stuffed grape leaves and

the Philippines. The 20,000-plus-

baklava. Located in West Des Moines’

square-foot building is loud and

Ashworth Plaza strip mall, the store is

bustling—similar to an Asian street

compact but well organized, making it

market. If you’re cooking Asian dishes

easy to explore new ingredients.

at home, C Fresh offers the most fairly

from scratch, peruse the freezer section

online retailers. Plus, their on-site

for lamb kababs, falafel or burek sa

restaurant serves some of the tastiest

mesom (a hearty meat pie). They beat

pho and spring rolls in the city (takeout

any premade dinner from your regular

only as of press time).

grocery store.

Favorite find: The produce section is a

Favorite find: Ready-to-bake kunefe

gem. I like the variety of mushrooms,

(pictured), a sweet and savory Middle

especially the long-stemmed enoki

East dessert stuffed with gooey cheese.

mushroom (pictured) that I use for
ramen. You can also find huge jackfruits,
bitter melon and fragrant Thai basil.
Also check out: The colorful snack
section is worth the visit. Find savory
and sweet options, including salted egg
chips and matcha cookies (a green tea
dessert). It’s a great aisle to find unique
gifts or explore fun food options.
(801 University Ave.; cfreshmarket.com)
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If you don’t have the time to cook

priced ingredients in comparison with

Also check out: Fresh Iraqi bread that
can be used as a flatbread. Pair it with
traditional favorites like Shawarma,
hummus or falafel.
(5914 Ashworth Road, West Des Moines;
60th-market.business.site)

GRAZIANO BROTHERS INC.
A south-side staple, Graziano’s has
offered Italian specialty ingredients and
foods in Des Moines since 1912. That
means they really know their stuff, so
ask away.
When you walk inside, you’re met
with the pleasant aromatics of Italian
seasonings. While all the aisles are fun
and easy to browse, the expansive meat
and cheese counter is the store’s
centerpiece. And there’s always a
helpful person standing behind the
counter to answer your questions and
get whatever cut of meat (capicola,
pepperoni, mortadella, among many
others) or type of cheese (provolone,
ricotta, fontina) you desire.
Friday-night lasagna no longer has
to be a tired affair, thanks to their
colorful pepper selection and iconic
homemade Italian sausage. And if
you’re shopping while hungry, grab a
grinder made with their signature
sausage.
Favorite find: The selection of highquality, imported olive oil. Pick up a
bottle of the unfiltered Paesano olive oil
(pictured). It’s like liquid gold.
Also check out: Luscious Italian
desserts. Pick up some crunchy
biscottis or a cream-filled cannoli.
(1601 S. Union St.;
razianobrothers.com)

■
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INTRODUCING

dsm
DESTINATIONS
DISCOVER SOUTHEAST ASIA with dsm
February 4-16, 2022
dsm magazine, known for bringing you the best in arts and
culture, food and dining, and destinations, now brings you an
extraordinary opportunity to experience a custom private
guided tour of Thailand, Singapore and Cambodia.
Orchestrated by dsm in partnership with luxury excursion
company John Shors Travel, our Southeast Asia tour is
designed to allow you to experience culture and must-see
sights in Bangkok, Singapore and Cambodia in the highest
level of comfort and safety.
From the temples and markets of Bangkok to the spectacular
architecture of Angkor Wat to luxury shopping in Singapore,
you will experience stunning architecture and art, hidden
gems, and behind-the-scenes activities that make Southeast
Asia magical and memorable.
THE LUXURY TRIP INCLUDES:
• Your own private guide and transport
• An itinerary tailor-made for you by dsm Destinations and
John Shors Travel
• Extraordinary experiences, guided tours, five-star hotels,
hidden gems
• Highest levels of safety and security
• 24/7 in-country support

Space is limited to the first 18 people to
reserve. To reserve a spot for this tour, a
deposit is due to John Shors Travel by
August 1, 2021.
For information, email shors@aol.com,
call 303.885.3885 or go to
dsmmagazine.com/destinations-luxury-trip.

This page: Annual water lilies
open early in the morning
and usually stay open all day
in John and Cyril
Mandelbaum’s West
Des Moines water gardens.
Right: Streams and waterfalls
provide a natural soundtrack
and add a sense of tranquility
to the backyard patios,
where the Mandelbaums
enjoy spending time.

Garden Retreat
A backyard designed for outdoor entertaining
and relaxation makes staying at home more desirable
than ever for this West Des Moines couple.
WRITER: JAMES AUGUSTUS BAGGETT
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY
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or Cyril and John Mandelbaum, making
the world a better place starts in their
own backyard. The couple purchased
14 acres of mixed woodland and prairie
in unincorporated Polk County (now
West Des Moines) more than 50 years
ago and have transformed it over the
years into a series of gardens and water

features surrounding a contemporary 4,500-square-foot
home John designed himself. Each spring, 20,000 deer-

resistant daffodils enhance the views.
The Mandelbaums are familiar figures in Greater
Des Moines. John’s the developer behind Mandelbaum
Properties, and Cyril is a trailblazing accountant
specializing in business valuation. Both have been involved
in numerous community organizations.
When these parents of three grown sons were ready to
tackle their landscape, they turned to landscape architect
Ted Lare of Ted Lare Design Build & Garden Center. “Cyril
and John have a great respect for their land and the beauty
of the things that occur naturally,” Lare says.
“My job was to work with the elevation changes and
natural water runoff, to respect the existing trees on-site
and to create a good circulation path that works well with
all patterns of walking through the space,” he adds. To
meet those goals, he created a walkway constructed with
limestone flagstone and stairs made of stone found in Iowa
and Wisconsin.
Changes in elevation facilitated the need for retaining
walls and accent rocks—glacial granite boulders quarried
from Dickinson County. Next came the fun part:
incorporating water features, including four ponds. Lare
created water movement that intertwines with walkways

Native purple coneflower
attracts butterflies and
pollinators and their
prominent seedheads draw
finches and feathered
friends well into winter.
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1. A series of gardens surrounds the 4,500-square-foot contemporary
home on the 14-acre property. 2. John and Cyril Mandelbaum have lived in
West Des Moines for more than 50 years. 3. Tens of thousands of springblooming daffodils fill the fields surrounding the home. 4. Glacial granite
boulders quarried from Dickinson County in northwest Iowa were used to
create the garden’s water features.
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Changes in elevation below the main wooden deck were
created among existing trees using retaining walls and accent
rocks. The spaces are planted with hard-working perennials
like sedum and black-eyed Susan and accented with colorful
containers of annuals, including fan flower and coleus.

and flows from pond to pond, creating streams, small falls

soften the stones and hardscaping and attract bees, birds

and reflections from many angles and views. Perhaps most

and butterflies.

importantly, the water features provide a tranquil

“Native plants have always been important for my

soundtrack enjoyed from the patios and the screened-in

garden,” Cyril says. “Most important are deer-resistant

porch overlooking the garden.

plants as we have an abundance of wildlife here,” including

Originally, the Mandelbaums stocked the ponds with
koi. “But after about three years, we had a mink visitor who

wild turkeys, fox, muskrat, raccoon, mink and birds.
During this past year of social distancing and staying

scooped my favorite fish out and laid him on a rock,

at home, the Mandelbaums gained a newfound

preparing for a delicious dinner,” Cyril recalls. “John ran out

appreciation for their backyard retreat. “Seeing how the

and shooed him away, but the next morning all our fish

gardens transform over spring to fall gives us daily

were missing.”
The next year, they purchased only small fish, “but
they met the same fate,” Cyril says. “We no longer have
fish, but we do have the occasional water lily.”
Beds and borders are packed with hardworking
perennials, ornamental grasses and blooming shrubs that
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pleasure,” Cyril says, adding that she has two favorite
spaces: the lower patio and the screened-in porch.
There, “I can admire the flowers while reading in a bent
birch rocking chair,” she says. “I appreciate my home and
gardens now more than ever.” ■
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KIDS
EXPERTS
THE METRO'S BEST
PLACES, SERVICES
AND EXPERIENCES
FOR YOUR KIDS
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KIDS:

From left to right:
Rebekah Wells, ARNP, FNP-C,
Lael Luedtke, MD,
Shannon O’Brien, MD

ORTHOPAEDICS
WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM OTHER ORTHOPAEDIC CLINICS?

WHAT CHANGES OR TRENDS DO YOU SEE COMING IN THE

Together, Blank Children’s Orthopaedics and Shriners Children’s Twin

NEXT FIVE YEARS?

Cities bring the experience, expertise and resources to treat pediatric

In the next five years, we hope to see children becoming more active

orthopaedic injuries and conditions across the entire spectrum, right

and moving away from video games and social media. Activity in

here in central Iowa. Our multi-disciplinary team includes our pediatric

childhood and adolescent is key to strong bones, muscles and habits.

orthopaedic surgeons, nurses, physical and occupational therapists,
child life specialists and surgery professionals.

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR PARENTS WHEN IT COMES
TO ORTHOPAEDIC INJURIES OR CONDITIONS?

HOW HAS PEDIATRIC ORTHOPAEDICS CHANGED OVER THE

First, active children have better bone health that can last a lifetime.

LAST FEW YEARS?

Keeping children active can greatly reduce the risk of injury when

Today, children are much more likely to specialize in one sport instead

playing sports or other activities.

of multiple, often leading to overuse injuries and severe chronic injuries.

Second, when your child needs orthopaedic care, work with a

We also see children are more sedentary as video game usage has

pediatric orthopaedic provider—someone who specializes in the

increased to 10-12 hours per day. These trends result in increased

unique needs of children and adolescents.

injury when the child goes back to playing sports or being active.
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Jessica Zuzga-Reed, DO, FAAP
Chair, Department of Pediatrics
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PEDIATRICIANS
Q: WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM OTHER LEADERS IN YOUR

Q: WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO CONCENTRATE YOUR EXPERTISE

FIELD?

ON YOUTH?

A: The team I work with! I direct the pediatric intensive care unit at

A: I grew up in a large, extended family, raised by a physician and a

MercyOne Children’s Hospital. We work closely with an amazing group

teacher. Pediatrics was the culmination of who my parents taught me

of pediatric cardiac, neurologic and plastic surgeons who care for

to be. There’s nothing more fulfilling to me than helping a child through

some of the sickest children in Iowa. The talent and skill we have is off

an illness or traumatic event and giving them tools to lead a long,

the charts. I’m very fortunate to be able to work with such a talented

healthy life.

team of experts.

Q: WHAT MIGHT SURPRISE PEOPLE ABOUT MERCYONE

Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF YOUR CAREER?

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL?

A: Helping children and their families through some of the toughest

A: Critically ill children require advanced technology and training. We

days, weeks and months of their lives. In particular, I find it very fulfilling

deliver the highest level of care all kids, all the time, with experts who

treating kids with congenital heart diseases. As Central Iowa’s only

are in-house. We’re the only team providing that level of care in Central

pediatric cardio-thoracic program, we meet many of these children

Iowa. Iowa’s kids are our sole focus.

as newborns and have the honor of treating them throughout their
childhood/young adult life.
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Pictured on the right:
Christie Stover, Head of School

Pictured to the left:
Renee Shull-Harmon,
Vice President of
Science Learning
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KIDS:

KIDS:

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM THE OTHER LEADERS IN

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO CONCENTRATE YOUR EXPERTISE

YOUR FIELD?

ON YOUTH?

As Head of School at Bergman Academy, I have the immense

Some of my earliest memories are filled with “playing school” with

pleasure of leading the only private, secular, independent school

my stuffed animals. Learning fills my mind and my heart, so helping

of its kind in Des Moines. My previous experience in Ohio and

youth learn and develop has always been my dream.

Massachusetts allows me to provide national perspective on best
practices in independent schools.

WHAT CHANGES OR TRENDS DO YOU SEE COMING IN THE
NEXT FIVE YEARS?

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF YOUR CAREER?

Navigating a pandemic has impacted every aspect of our world. With

As educators we see each student’s gifts and vulnerabilities and

so much reliance on technology for work and learning, I believe we

help to move them forward on their own unique path. Watching each

will see an emerging trend of reconnecting with nature.

student grow in confidence over the course of a year brings me
great joy!

WHY IS EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION SO IMPORTANT?
Research is clear about the critical nature of a child’s first five years:

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR TODAY’S KIDS?

During this time, a child’s brain is rapidly developing connections

Stay curious and pay attention to what sparks joy for you as a learner!

and building pathways for learning and social-emotional skills. Early

Take time to wonder. Don’t be afraid to say “I don’t understand—can

childhood education supports the whole family in establishing these

you help me?” Let people see who you are and allow other people to

strong roots for a lifetime of success.

be themselves.
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The unveiling of the May/June issue was all about the fun—and, of
course, the food. Sponsored by Hy-Vee and presented by NCMIC to
celebrate its 75th anniversary, the virtual gathering kicked off with
local musician Andrew Hoyt performing his tune “Good Morning
Des Moines.” Guests were treated to charcuterie, plus a bottle of
white wine from Covered Bridges Winery near Winterset and a bottle
of prosecco. As part of the show, which was hosted by dsm
contributors Deidre DeJear and Karla Walsh, guests learned how to
craft the perfect charcuterie board. Find those tips, and hear Hoyt’s
homage to Des Moines, at dsmmagazine.com/Aprildinnerparty.
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For 75 years,
we’ve made
community
our priority.
Looks like
we’re in good
company.
Thank you to everyone
who joined us for our
April dsm Unveiling
Party. Let’s do it again
soon – in person.
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THE DIFFERENCE IS

GUIDANCE.
My customers are much more than just accounts.
They are couples starting a family, minors
opening their first savings account and seniors
preparing for retirement. No matter their place
in life, I build relationships with my customers
and provide solutions unique to their situation.
I enjoy being someone they turn to for guidance
on a variety of banking topics. To me, there’s no
better feeling than watching my customers make
progress and reach their goals.
Jazzlinn Turner, Relationship Banker
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